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our throat's on fire. This time. Eyes bleed. Head pounds. This time.

Neither rock nor steel will stand in your way. Neither choice nor chance

will oppose you. the city above is threatened with extinction. make no mistake,

the pressure is on. tunnel bl is the only way in. this isn't going to be easy.
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IT'S DOOM FORTHE
One of the first gamps announced when the Saturn was first released in Japan

in November 1994 was id software's classic Doom - the most popular game

in recent videogames history. Since then nothing has been heard of the game -

vho was developing it, who was publishing rt and most importantly when it was

:oming out - all of this remained a mystery. Until now. SEGA SATURN MAGAZINE

was the first journal to check out the

first playable work-in-progress Doom
CD and we have some pretty monu-

mental news about the game... as well

as the first screenshots in the world.

If you aren't aware of the Doom
phenomena, obviously you've been in a

coma for the last three years, been

or something. It's only the most

famous game ever, that's all Doom was

the original first person perspective

blaster to feature high-speed texture -

mapping and super-smooth action, and

also featured a veritable feast of

exploding zombies and undead min-

ions. The game also features a brilliant

arsenal of weaponry ranging from

thainsaws to chainguns, shotguns and

high-tech plasma ordinance. Every

Doom weapon to have surfaced in

every PC version of the game has made

rt into the Saturn translation.

At the moment the game is in a

very early stage of development.

Although all of the levels, monsters and

weaponry have been coded in, the ver

sion pictured on these pages is far from complete, meaning that the final game

should look significantly better than what has been revealed on these pages

If development continues lo be as rapid as it has been in recent months you

should expect to see the finished version on the shelves in November at the latest.

courtesy of GT Interactive.

ITOMUUVUYER!
Doom looks like being the very first European Saturn title to use the mythical link-

up cable for some two-player action. Let us just say that until Duke Nukem 3D and

Quake turned up on PC, Doom was undisputedry the best multiplayer game in exis

on the might of the demoniacal masses in a team-play scenario. It's great fun, but

better still is the awesome DeathMatch mode.

In this rendition of the game, the levels are cleared of all monsters and extra

weapons, ammo, and power ups are strewn across the environs. The objective here

is simple • it's kill or be killed. Blasting your opponent to death gives you a frag and

it's literally the player who gets the most frags who is the winner. The PlayStation

version of Doom was a great two-player experience and the 5aturn version should

Two different optioi n offer. Cooperative mode sees two players taking

4fr SEGA SATURN
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SATURN!

fTS* SPECIAL EDITION!
Over the years PC owners have enjoyed numerous versions of id's classic namely

Doom, Ultimate Doom. Doom i as well as the forthcoming Final Doom. The Saturn

version is best described as a kind of digest version - it has levels taken from Doom.

its sequel and Ultimate as well as a smattering of monsters taken from every ver-

sion. It's a bit of a mix V match affair to be honest but It does mean that you get

the powerful double-barrelled shotgun from Doom 2 (which annihilates all-comers

at close-range) and you can use it in the ordinary Doom levels. Brilliant.

AND NEXT MONTH-
GT Interactive also have a version of the brilliant Doom follow-up Hexen in develop-

ment. At the moment it's even earlier in development than Doom, so we're not likely

to have any pictures of it accompanying these luwerty Doom pics. However, the game
should have shaped up significantly in the next four weeks so expect some exclusive

screenshots for the next edition of this, the most greatest of Saturn magazines.

YONE
After almost three years of working on StGA SATU8N MAGAZINE in o

form another. It's time for me to hand over the reins to someone el

because I'm off to pastures new. luckily though, all you games freaks a

i

for a bit of a treat, because superstar game maestro Richard Leadbette' is

BACK as of next month, after a stint on MAXIMUM magazine Remember

him from the old days of SEGA MAGAZINE > Yep, he was the one who looked

a bit like Ace Ventura. Or Data from Star Trek, depending or

feeling on the day. He's probably about the most experienced p
whole world as far as Sega information goes, so you a
the mag will stilt have all the top stories and bril-

liant games that It's had over the last year or so.

Anyway, that's my rambling bit finished - as

far as this issue goes there's tons of great stuff on

Fighting Vipers, an exclusive interview with the

Sonic Team, more on the awesome Virtua Cop J

and the unveiling of Sega's new soccer game!

And, as a special sort of leaving present thing, I'll

leave you with the news that next month. SEGA

SATURN MAGAZINE tomes complete with its very

own exclusive demo disc (see page 70 for rr

details)!

Sam Hickman, (Ex) Editor

Hello. My name's Richard Leadbetter. You might remember me from such

publications as Mean Machines, Mean Machines Sega. Sega Magazine.

Maximum... even CVC if you're old enough

Once Sam's packed her bags and disappeared off ir

I'm going to be taking over as editor of this

esteemed organ. So what that basically means is

that as of next month you'll start seeing little

tweaks (and maybe a couple of big ones too) here

and there, designed to make SEGA SATURN MAG-

AZINE even more excellent than it is now.

The first fruits of our labour shall be found in

the next edition of SSM, which has a briiiliant

Daytona USA cover and a demo disc with NiGHTS

on it. Buy it... and to hell with you if you don't!

Rich, The Master

4j> SEGA SATURN
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H If you woukl like to see your (hart features, send myotic topten to READER CHARTS,

F SEGA SATURN MAGAZINE, PRKJev COURT, 30-^ FARRINGDON LANE, LONDON EOR

^l 3AU. Anyone who has their charts printed will reieive a game for their troubles!

HIV CHARTS MTUmiUCiUKEClURTS xaaaum /
^~i-

1 Ultimate MortaJ Kombat 3 1 MGHTS GunGriffDo Mil

2 Gungriffon 2 Fating Vipers SdgaMy

3 Need For Speed 3 VrhiaRgtrterttids UMU ~~

—

4 VrtuaCop(+gun) 4 Worfchnde Soccer *97 Guantsntknn

5 Guardrail Heroes 5 tVtalamtfa Need for Speed

> Shring Wisdom 6 Athkjte Kings Wrpeout

7 Baku Baku Aninal 7 AienTrikjgy Baku Baku lumal

1 Wrestiemana 8 fcilujBaraiAi-mal Shining wisdom

> Streetfighter Alpha 9 Exhumed Streetfighter Alpha

V MhRCMdna ofthe Atom Gfjarttan hVroes 10 *«*™~

VIDEOS!!!

PREPARE FOR IMPACT
Vou may have heard of Impact Racing before. This JVC game first appeared on the

PlayStation, and its game style is something similar to WipEout. mixing regular

racing action with some shoot 'em up thrills. In Impact Racing the player climbs

into one of a number of sporty cars, complete with heat-seeking missiles, laser

cannons, mines and 'firewalls', and speeds across one often circuits, power -brak-

ing on the turns and launching into jumps. The Saturn version of the gam* fea-

tures an additional two viewing perspectives which enhance the action of the

game, and comes with the standard 3D polygon graphics running at a reasonable

30 frames per second. We'll be showing you more soon.

Just because we're in frivolous summer mood, we've decided

to throw a video competition giving you, our loyal reader-

ship, the chance to win three new video releases from

Wa rner's Beyond Vision range.

First up is Invasion of the Body Snatchers, the remake

of Don Siegal's 1956 original, starring Donald Sutherland,

which forms part of Warner's Cult classics
'
collection. Do

not watch ft on yourown or with the lights off because If

!

very scary indeed.

The other iwo videos are both a part of warnet's

Serial Sd-rT collection. Babylon 5 Vohirne 13 features 'The

Long Dark' and 'Spider in the Web' episodes, both a part of the second seri

Limits The New Sefies Volume 4 takes you into the world of unexplained

era with two previously un released episodes - Blood Brothers and The New I

Anyway, if any of these take your fancy, we've five sets of three lo give

Just answer this relatively simple question: What actor, famous for his role in

Trek, also appears in Invasion of the Body Snatchers?

Send you answers on a postcard to VIDEOS,- LOVE 'EMI, SEGA SATURN Hi

ZINE, PRIORY COURT, 30-jZ FARRtNCOOf. LANE, LONDON EClR 3AU.

The closing date fo. the competrtion is SEPTEMBER 27th 1996

SEGA RALLY PUIS ANNOUNCED!
The Saturn Internetpackage h complete and ready to run in the United States and

Japan, with a European connection now slatedfor early 7997 As well as 'surfing'

the web, Sega are looking to start a console on-line gaming revolution with two

flagship titles already announced.

The Japanese are lookingforward to Internet Virtuu Fighter Remix (which is

receiving a great deal erfpress in the Japanesejournals), whilst announcing the

development ofSega Rally Plus. This tweaked edition of Europe's best-selling Saturn

title allows gamers over the Internet to compete. Just imagine.- playing Vf or Rally

with anyone in the world. Pretty mind-blowing eh?

Obviously the VF Remix experience h limited to two players, but no news is

availableyet on how many players will be able to participate in Rally Just imagine

ifthe Saturn replkates the eight-player coinop

experience^, only with players dotted all over the

I globe! Brilliant eh? Well, the latest rumours on the

Internet indicate that the new Daytona USA game

could wellfeature simultaneous eight-player

Internet action. More details next month.

^0> SEGA SATURN
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HE'S BACK
HE'S STILL ANG
Deep in development at the moment is the Saturn

version of the Incredible Hulk. Now, in the past, devel-

opers may have been guilty of abusing this licence

somewhat, but US Cold ore deterrr

of Hulk the most innovative yet (not too difficult if past efforts are any-

thing to go by). There's still nothing to see on the game, but the first screenshots

are beginning to emerge - at the moment, these are the only ones available. The

finished title will be a mixture of beat 'em up leveli and platfon
1 befinished or

n BLOCKBUSTER
CHARTS **»S

veiled at Takara's booth at the Tokyo Toy Fait, w

Head Mounted Display -The Dynovlsor.

Fitting over one's head just tike a Virtual Reality headset it cuts off all external

:'s you completely in

1 any game sys-

n (via the typical video cables) and runs of its

n power supply. Undoubtedly these

incredible, just like a mini-TV and the

sound is also top-notch. Certainly the

light weight, easily adjustable headset is com-

fortable to wear for long periods but at around

40,000 yen (twice the cost of a Saturn) you have

to ask who's going to be able to afford it? Our

it with a PlayStation

racing game and was most impressed with the

VK effect when the car was driven in first per-

son perspective, you really want to keep turning

your head when you take a corner Using it with

Saturn Nights is also an incredible feeling one

really has to experience to believe. We might

well have 3 fuller report on this in an upcoming

osue of this fin. mag.

NEW AM COIN-OP FRENZY
e recent coin-op press launch party for Virtua Fighter j (see Coin-Operated

je), Sega revealed prototype versions of their hot new arcade wares. A;

the flagship VF3. two new products stand out as being potentially

sport of jet-skiing. A full-size jet-ski is mounted in front of the moi

dies and reacts jjst like the real thing. For example, by standing up and pulling

back on the jet-ski, you can perform amazing jumps off huge waves. The game
itself is best described as WaveRace on the Nintendo 64 but much,

The second game is even better, Tetsuya Miiuguchi of Sega Rally ani

TT fame has left AM3 to set up his own AM division. The first fruit of his I;

a game based on the world touring car championships. If you've never

ers taking production cars

circuits to indulge in some particularly dangerous hi -octane action.

Both titles are shaping up to be very special indeed and we'll havefurthei

reports in Coin-Operated over the next few months.

' SEGA SATURN



Bring golf to the

fore on Saturn
and PlayStation...

"The best golf game ever"
PlayStation Plus

on the PlayStation so far"

PSX Pro

90% "If you war
your PlayStation, look no further

than this"

Mean Machines PlayStation

4 out of 5 "The best PlayStation

golf game"

8 out of 10. PlayStation
Star Player Award
Official PlayStation Magazine

Coming Soon, '



As far as software developers go, Christmas isjust around the corner, so more and more titles are suddenly starting to

appear on Autumn release schedules. We're starting to see a few ofthose titles already, but over the next few months,

expect this section to expand to bursting point!

SYNDICATE WARS
Bullfrog have always been renowned for thi

but to date, they've only released three games on the Sati

Magic Carpet, Theme Park and Hi-Octane. And let's face it, the

among their most up to date games. But things are about to rr

turn, as Bullfrog are hoping lo get their latest PC titles out on I

a couple of months of their initial release. In fact, Syndicate V\

their first title to benefit from this, currently scheduled for an

on the Saturn. Syndicate has been around for a fair old while, I

appearance on the Megadrive some years ago. The basic idea ts to build up yo

already super hard troop of warriors until they're hard enough to take out ad

the other warriors in the area. Then, things get a little more ambitious as you
take on more intelligent and highly tooled up armies. As you'd imagine, there

tonnes of carnage in this game, and as the title is played from an isometric
i

spettive, there's more action than is found in the usual strategy games. The

only a few screenshots available for this one at the

moment, but we should be able to get hold of a pi

' copy of the game fairly soon.

4*- SEGA SATURN
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COMING

One of the most famous series ofthe(MM on the Megadrive, if only because

they came out on import and hardly anyone could get hold of them. Anyway,

s has always been popular amongst gamers, even though there have always

re technically advanced offerings that tend to steal the limelight. Indeed,

SNfTS own King of the Fighters even turned up on Saturn a couple of months ago

(along with its own customised cartridge), although Sega Europe didn't think ft was

popular enough over here to warrant ft a UK

• likely that Fatal Fury will remain an import title too. especially as it':

somewhat older than KOTF. although it's still a brilliantly playable game. As with

;

SNK fighting games, the aim is simply to knock seven bells out of each competitc

or ifyou're playing against someone else, knock the hell out of each other. The

real challenge of playing these types of games though is learning all the but-

ton pounding moves needed to pull off amazing moves.

As we said, there's no word that this will receive an official release at the

moment, and to be honest it's pretty unlikely. But if you're interested in the

Japanese version, get down to your local dealer fix a look at the game

TOH SHIN DEN URA
After mind fortunes with their original transla-

tion of Toh Shin Den for the Saturn, Taka r a are

striking back with an all-new Saturn games based

very loosely on Toh Shin Den II. Toh Shin Den URA Is a

tort inuation ot the original game which Takara are

keen to stress is an entirely brand new adventure -

not just a straight forward translation of existing

PlayStation code. To emphasis the difference. Takara

have coded In new costumes, new background

scenery, speech, game balance and CC. Just about

everything has been changed to suit the Saturn's

capabilities. Obviously Takara have learned a great

deal more since coding Toh Shin Den 2 on PlayStation

and this expertise should hopefully make for a superi-

or Saturn tfUe.

The storyline is most intriguing. Six months ago, an advanced prototype artifr

cial humanoid. called Tohshinhei was stolen from a secret laboratory. Designed to

be the ultimate law-enforcing machine it has been programmed with a vast knowl

edge of fighting skills and martial arts. Since the thievery, the world's greatest

fighting masters have been slowly eliminated by the Tohshinhei. It is your job to

track the machine down and take out its insidious controllers!

Getting down to fighting game basics, Toh Shin Den LIRA looks most impres-

sive on paper Like Virtua Fighter 2. the game features a high -resolution display

which is far, far superior to what was shown in the original Toh Shin Den Remix. A

total of 11 playable characters are scheduled for inclusion, and that's taking into

account two new fighters, one titled "Ripper" and the other which will remain

secret. The awesome Tohshinhei fighting machine is also scheduled for inclusion

along with an all-new end-game boss.

All of this looks most impressive indeed. We'll be bringing you more details

ever the coming months.Especially as we've just hear the news that Sega will be

releasing the game over here sometime in Ai
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Watch out, because before you know it. Aliens may be invading your 01

front lawn, ye p, they're gonna com in to your house and steal all the food

out of the cupboards and leave a big mess in the bathroom. And then they're

going to kill you. Well, that's what aliens do, isn't ft? Or did you think that you

(Quid just leave them little chocolate trails around the bouse and dress them up In

your sister's clothes?

Anyway, you can't have failed to notice that one of the biggest movies

around at the moment is Independence Day. Which features aliens doing lots of

repulsive things like reanimating the dead and wiping out entire cities, in a vain

attempt to deplete Earth of all its essential minerals. Luckily, the nation that

gives them the most grief is the good old US of A. the country with tl

posable weapon power and it's there that a massive nuclear showdown ts

place. Which, when you think about it. already sounds like a brilliant video game.

However, it's going to be a while before the Saturn version of this title is ready.

begun on the conversion. A very early version was on show at

the I}, although it was a bit difficult to tell from that w
illt

At the moment, the gameplay consists of flying sections where you take on

the alien empire, and Fox are hoping to include other elements of gameplay for the

final version. As soon as we can get hold of some new shots, or a version of the

game, we'll be bringing you a preview.

1* £j> SEGA SATURN
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It's monster mechanisedmayhem!

' II I'

I II those who f^ their kitsch thresh-

^J old threatened by the likes of NiGHTS

FA^^| and Virtua Rgtrter Kid* will
~~ ^^ aMe to vent their frustration in a

game that makes Loaded look about

I as radical as that knitting programme

Una Stubbs used to present.

American developers NMS (yeah, and you

thought that was |ust a Nintendo magazine didn't

££ Legitimate targets often get

I forgotten as you make a detour

into town to shell the clock tower and a

small chemical refinery. Just

because it k»ks good JJ
you? They've obviously been moonlighting) have just

completed work on a PC game called Mass
Destruction. This overhead tank shoot 'em up has

been picked up by BMC for Saturn release in the UK
under the imaginative new title of Tank. The

reflects the refreshingly straightforward gameplay

you trundle around four different types of scenario.

taking on opponent ti

and blasting the lo

tecture to bits. Cro

ruflage yourself ui

rivers, drive through city walls, blast

buildings and engage opponents in games of

mouse The whole thing soon develops into sc

'Return Fire without the bits where you had tc

scenario as. over 14 loosely strategic;

employ cannons, machine guns, pro

flame throwers, smart bombs and guided rr

against your targets
'

with extreme prejudice anything that gels in your

way. and it says something for the look and feel of

this game that designated buildings, radar facilities

and enemy tanks (all 'legitimate' targets) often get

forgotten as you make a detour into town to shell

the clock tower and a small chemical refinery. Just

because it looks good.

Although Tank is hardly what you'd call sophis-

ticated, it does boast some sophisticated eye candy

courtesy of a new system called, ahem. 'Sprolygon

technology' NMS claim that the result of this new
ilication technique is

integration of 2D objects with }D objects We cer-

tainly wouldn't argue that the animation in Tank is

tremely smooth, and the game has a lot

depth and clarity than we're used to

W to what the hell a sprolygon' is. v

wiser. Elsewhere in the game there are little

touches that really make it worth exploring - the

rippling mine effects, the spectacular explosions and

the clever way the flamethrower reflects off the sur-

face of rivers when it's fired from a bridge Bui most

of this game's appeal lies in the way that, like

Loaded, it makes no apologies for presenting a

down-to-earth combat frenzy with only minimal

dressing. After all. it's obligatory for every collection

to feature at least one game that's likely to upset an

elderly relative.

The PC version of Tank is already complete -

le Satur ortty.w

Playstation following third. We''

from the small amount of Saturn work that is com-

plete - namely the First few levels, minus most of

the opponents who are the only thing that Stand

between you and your killing spree. We'll be back

n then

» 5£-~ A SATURN



KILLING TIME
The fixed perspective on the action allows great

detail on the buildings in each scenario If you're

worried about the same brown and grey office

blocks turning up over and over again then care

«j* i

with some wetl-placed land mines (these are

deposited from the back of your tank at the press

of a button). The resulting damages topple the

machinery with spectacular effect. Even the town

church Isn't safe from your shelling -you can a I

ished. switching on the flamethrower fro extra

rf!!lIZlZ3
effect in the remains. Is nothing sacred? If you

want to annoy the local residents even further,

then you can torch the local timepiece - the town

clown goes up a treat if you get bored while wait-

ing fro the junction lights to turn green. Only its

charred and twisted remains are testament to

your inner city redevelopment.

\

on ' II lever know t tie time

gain after this Unlrum, Those windfarms you see In

the countryside are really

annoying aren't they? Sort

them out Tor good.

pi i za- shaped ei plosions. Be

careful - yoo don't get much

4& SEGA SATURN U_



Road rage drivers narkingyou off?

Then destroy them all with your guns!

f.
•<• " r"

Dc-mark Killing! Killing! | September

ill- new original game which Is a bit like Had Mai.

Micro Machines with big guns. And a Tree- form envl-

ronmerl instead of tracks. And a split screen two- player mode.

I expect these days, law

h yeah, tell us something

we can't predict. Anyway, as you'll probably no doubt

have had drilled into your head a thousand times,

Western society is on the brink of collapse, with

gangs of heavily armed bandits cruising the streets in

their cars and thieving and killing everyone. Well

that's a surprise then. So, right, as usual the fore-

sighted elders of THE FUTURE decide that the best

way to clamp down on this sort of behaviour is to

offer people a cash reward for blowing each other up.

f£ Patrol the streets of

I CarcassviHe, keeping it safefor

little children by loosing off thousands

of high explosive rockets aH

overtheshop-. JJ

patrolling the streets of CarcassviHe keeping it safe

for little children by loosing off thousands of high

overtheshop.

could get a

Ofcc be

cops from the crooks, so you can't just steam ar<

n blowing everyone up just because the

shifty eyes. No. you have to wait ur

Is you there's a perp or

e. then follow the

ing a few eggs

)r a souffle for that n

the other drivers occupying your

road space look like they've just

popped out of a chicken. Ifyour

pursuit Is impeded by slow-

luters, no-one's going

d stop you from blasting t

igh you are penalised precious cash).

sounds like lots of fun, just patrolling

?s and alleyways the whole time

boring. Foi this reason, the program-

mers have programmed loads of drfferent environ-

ments to careen through, from business districts to

beach fronts. Each of these have their own look and

hazards, along with differing road layouts. As if this

isn't enough, you're also given the opportunity to

drive numerous different vehicles, from dune buggies

and sports cars all the way up to cantankerous road

rollers! Money earned by killing everything is put to

good use repairing your own damage and buying up

all-new weapons and other toys so you can customise

your motor like any Cod-fearing boy racer

At the moment, only two of Crime War's eight

planned levels are finished to a playable degree, but

from what we've seen it looks like there's a lot of

spanner-defying car smash jollity waiting in the

wings. The graphics are neat and detailed and the

controls are simple, as this kind of game requires,

whilst still being comprehensive. Domark hope to

have the finished article rolling out next month, when

we'll be laying our greasy paws

Don't cross the ro;

4*
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git sn the opportunity to raid

shattered carcass fur power-

This is a good way of increasing your

al without spending money. Although if

you're In a tank you shouldn't hane to worry, really.
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e Highway 1000 might make you

ious. It sounds like one of those

arty Eighties films that was a

video rip-off of

|
Mad Max - lots of desert

with spiket in

the wheels, and the usual assortment of

laughably bad acting. Fortunately you

can rest easy on that front because

Highway 2000 is actually set around

ordinary urban racing circuits designed

to test the driving skills of those with a

penchant for speed.

££ The emphasis is simply on

I tearing around at top speed,

making use of some power-sliding on

the bends and pedal-down

acceleration on the straights.

There are five circuits to choose from in all. an

three different sporty cars to pick from. Each of the

ts provides the usual range of straights, hairpi

ie odd chicane, and the emphasis is sim

it top speed, making use of

the bends and pedal-down

deration on the straights. Player:

f trial on their own to familiarist

e track, or in competition agains

themsel-

1h
who gets a head Start to make things all the

; difficult for you.

It's in competition mode that

ighway 2000's novelty feature pops

p and that's when you're choosing

ivigator. It's

etl ai sounds I

..II* r.

riot

33

ten navigators is a seductive babe

doesn't really navigate at all. chaos-

ng instead to bestow praise or spit insults

pending on how well you're doing

Highway 2000 might look familiar to a few peo-

ple. That's because It's based on a racing game
released some time ago in Japan called Dead Heat.

The urban style backdrops means it shares something

in common with Daytona and the PlayStation racer,

Ridge Racer, although just whether it measures up to

these in the gameplay is something we've yet to dis-

Apart from the babe novelty. Highway ;ooo

doesn't look like pulling any surprises. But. as we te

to say in the great gaming world, you just can't tell

until there's a Saturn Mag review in the bag. And

there won't be one until ne«t month soyc

hang on to your hand brakes until then.

Just where this racing is supposed to bo taking place is any-

one's guess. In the background I can make out the Golden Gate

bridge. Sydney Harbour and Disneyland among other things.

Unfortunately there isn't much time to enjoy the scenery while

trying to take a bend at 220 kph! So keep your eyes on the

road ok? And off the scenery, Ind your navigator as well!
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Pro Pinball

I

Stumbling bleary eyed into

the offices in the morning, it's

now necessary to carry a shovel

m your back simply to dig through

a pin ball sims that

arrive by the truckloac) day after relentless day! But hey,

it's all part of the job to good okV PINBAU SATURN MAG-

AZINE ...wry, I mean SEGA SATURN MAGAZINE.

Pinball Graffiti is the latest pinball sim to join

this burgeoning genre, and its publishers. JVC, are

pretty confident that it's got what it takes to stay a

cut above the rest This might well be more than PR

££ The design of the tables hints

I at a bit of nostalgia for some

old school pinball, and are apparently

based on genuine tables from

the misty-eyed past JJ
hot air as well because there are a variety of elements in

Pinball Graffiti that can claim to be truly original

Obviously the principle mechanics of the game will

be familiar to anyone who's been around long enough

BONUS BONUS BONUS

,7
:v.t^.v.^^
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o know the game pin-

. In Pinball Graffiti play-

a choice of three tables

-Basketball legend. Card Master

and Circus Fantasia -each of which features

snazzy thematic touches to push the message

Fundamentally they're all quite similar, the first two tea

turing base flippers only, with only Circus Fantasia

including additional top flippers.

Like all pinball games the emphasis is on points,

accumulating more rapidly the longer you can keep the

ball in play Each table assumes its own characteristic

style in trying to do this. The Basketball Legend table

might offer up a free throw, the Card Master table will

give you the chance to gamble on the fruit

the Circus Fantasia uses the top flippers for a variety of

sub games. All of these bonus elements are displayed on

The design of the tables hints at a bit of nostalgi

tor some old school pinball. and are apparently based

on genuine tables from the misty-eyed past.

Likewise the sound effects which clunk and

ping with a reassuring heaviness.

Among its original features.

Pinball Graffiti includes an option to

view the action from inside the ball

itself, as well as just behind it or from

any other angle that takes your fancy.

It also uses cut shots which close in ch

particular parts of the table where

something interesting is going on.

As for how it compares to the legions of

Other pinball games on the market -well, you

just have to wait until



Basketball UgMCfc You too can be shooting hoops in this ail-

American experience. Using the traditional base flippers only.

Basketball Legend has such bonuses as fast break' and trash talk',

as well as featuring some appropriately )aiiy tunes. It's also got a

lovely wooden look.

Card Master: It's time to enter the casino with the Card Master

table. This has some smart bonuses like the fruit machine where

you rack up three of a kind to earn the points, and also a

minlgame which involves knocking down the card symbols to pkk

up extra balls.

! Circus Fantasia is the only one of the three

tables to include top flippers. When you manage to get into the

bonus, rite top part of the table is sealed off and you can start

using the flippers to rack up a huge bonus.

^> SEGA SATURN
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' people are aware of the fact, but

If was actually invented back In

1 16th century by a small sect of

I

Buddhist knight-monks. This sect

claimed to be part of a direct ancet-

tral lineage dating back to the

Crusades, where a band of lost warriors eventually

settled about the Tibetan mountains. The game was

originally intended as a fatalistic ritual to determine

the manifold routes to transcendental wisdom, the

golf club representative of Christianity's solidly linea

infinite, and the golf ball symbolising the eternal

within the now. This explains why both the Dalai

Lama and the Arch Bishop of Canterbury have such

ff Another impressive feature in

I Actua Golf is the freedom to

explore the landscape in its entirety

with a vast range of camera options

and what Gremlin have dubbed

True 3D. »
Oh alright, so maybe I just made this up. but if

you found yourself faced with the prospect of trying

to get someone excited about golf, you'd feel a cer-

tain need to embellish the facts a little It's a very

esoteric game you see, rf you play it. you become

obsessed with it if you don't, the whole thing seems

phenomenally boring, you could say just about the

same for its console counterpart as well, although

there have been enough golf sims floating about on

the Saturn to get anyone with a penchant for the

game addicted.

If you've yet to succumb. Actua Golf could be

your final temptation. Created by the same team

responsible for the amazing Euro '96, Actua Golf is

determined to make itself the last word in golf sims.

A quick glance at the screensbots should be enough to

tell you that Gremlin's confidence is justified. The graph-

ics are looking fantastic, with Gremlin making the most

of their in-house motion capture studio to animate the

classic golfing poise, right down to picking the ball out

of the hole or crouching to line up a shot.

Another impressive feature in Actua Golf is the

freedom to explore the landscape in its entirety wrth

a vast range of camera options and what Gremlin

have dubbed 'True 3D', meaning you can scrupulously

check the landscape for the slightest bump or divot

which might affect the travel of the ball.

Add to this the comprehensive commentary

from none other than the legendary Peter Alliss. and

Actua Golf begins to look like a real winner. Of

course, we can't tell you that for sure because we've

yet to start on the meat and veg of the gameplay. but

rest assured, we'll be donning our napkins and tuck-

4£> SEGA SATURN
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If your games skills are vulgar, if you

play like a fish, worry nish, here's a man with a sur-

name in Polish! That's right, good ole' Sega-suited Mark

Maslowicz is back once more, answering your questions

with the same mixture of genius and arrogance that

marks his inimitable style. If you've got any queries cur-

rently hurtling you towards insanity, send them to A-OK

Q b A. SEGA SATURN MAGAZINE. 30-32 PRIORY COURT,

FARRINGDON LANE. LONDON, EC1R 3AU.

A FLUTTER ON THE NAGS
Dear Sega Saturn M»g»line,

No you cheeky thing! j CVG.

4fr SESA. SATURN
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NTHLY DRAW OF A GAME OF YOUR CHOICE
AMI YOU ORDER THE MORE ENTRIES IN THE DRAW

on July's i
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' SATURN GAMES
ActuoGoH ETBC Night Warriors £36.99
Baku, Baku, Animal £26.99 Olympic Games £TBC
Battle Arena Toshinden £33.49 Olympic Soccer £TBC
Blackfire CTBC Panzer Dragoon 2 £36.99
Blam ! Machine Head CTBC primal Rage CTBC
Dav"n <* DarkncM. £33.99 ,„„„„ _ £M.o9
Doom CTBA pj,. 2 The Resurrection £35.99
Euro 96 £43.99 ,„,„, SaJ, a,..,

SJoT! £. eeTSa S«n«-"r £43.99
FIFA Soccer 96 £3«9 ^^Ghen Wor ETBC ... . _ _„_ __
Golden Axe The Duel £33.49 V^TZ «MI
Guardian Here*. £33.49 ^oce

"""V
E34"

Heart Of Darkness ETBC Th*m" Wmk E35"
Hewn CTBA Th«ndert>awk 2 £36.99

In The Hunt CTBC TnM ',inb*,,l £34"
Loaded £33.99 Tunnel B1 £34.99

Magic Carpet £34.49 Victory Boxing £34.99

Mortal Kombat 3 £32.99 Viper E34.99
NBA Action £TBC Vlrtua Cap (Game Only) £36.99
Need For Speed £34.99 Virtual GoH ETBC
NFL Quarterback Club 97 ETBC Wing Arms £36.99
Nights CTBC Wresriemania £35.50 j
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ALL CHIQUli AND POSTAL ORDERS PATABU TOi
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INTRODUCING SGL 2-1
iv does all of this new 3D trickery come about then eh? Fighting

is only possible due to the hard labour from AMi Research. Since
the days of Virtua Fighter 2, AM; have discovered even more graphical

trickery inside the Sat urn. Top of the list of new developments is light

lew SCL can dynamically alter the lighting on the polygons
of the fighters, shading each polygon differently according to where the

Saturn places the artificial light sourcing. A general overhead lighting

(presumably from the Sun, as this level has an excellent sunset effect) is

evident in Sanman's stage, whereas Crate's night-time stage is lit from
below. The effect is stunning, adding plenty of extra realism.

This dynamic lighting is also evident in Tekken 2, but Fighting Vipers

goes one better by incorporating gouraud shading. Whereas the Namco
title features very polygonal characters. AMz's game changes the colour

:h polygon, merging them together to give a more organic look.

a very time-consuming task for the Saturn - in fact, the coin-op

al doesn't feature this type of shading. However, the Saturn's char-

acters feature far less polygons than the arcade, with the shading making
up for a lot of the lost polygons.

Considering that the Saturn is doing so much more extra work, you'd
think that the speed is lower than Virtua Fighter 2. Not so - Fighting

Vipers runs at the same speed as VF2 (60 frames a second, equalling the
oin-op), with the only slight compromise being that the super-high reso-

iVi'ij til .'til ii

example of th

,- is in full jD).

I in Fighting Vipers because th

imediate background (the surrounds of the ring) are in full 3D.

lutio i. Still. Look at the ishots - ha\

V*5 SEGA SATURN ! 3



Kindle mixture between VF's
|

nandTekken l s Lei Wulong very sim-

ckie Chan. This ex-gang men ber spe-

n spectacular k cks and stun ing com-

strikes. A very flashy charac er that 1

olish the slow r fighters.
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Nostalgia eh? Well, it ain't what it used to

be, that's for sure. It seems that every-
one is releasing their decade-old games
onto the new super-consoles and Sega
are no exception with their Sega Ages
collection. Three titles are being

prepped for release... and here they are.

Twelve yean ago, Sega were the revolutionary force in arcade gam-

ing - just as they are today in actual fact. In those heady days, the

concept of polygons was a bit beyond the technology of the day

and instead Sega (with their newly established AM divisions)

concentrated on shrinking and expanding sprites to provide top-

end 3D gaming. Along with the aid of AM4 (designers of arcade cabinets),

they introduced the world to hydraulic cabinets keyed to the action on

screen. When Space Harrier ti

SPACE HARRIER
we can honestly say that it is

riginal (the 32X version had ropi-

npiy to race along the surrealistic

ilyou face down .

first game to be completed am
listinguishable from the arcade

iund). The objective is s

indscapes blasting everything i

boss. Extra excitement is gleaned from the bonus stage where

you jump atop a dragon and smash down everything in sight

with its serpentine form. This is quite an uncanny conversion

(as you would expect from a machine as powerful as the

Saturn), and despite its simplicity. Space Harrier still has a cer-

kind of appeal. Some might argue that a title that's 12

years old has no place on the Saturn, but if the price is right

Space Harrier could certainly supply plenty of cheap thrills.

5E£-A SATURK

the entire sit-down cabinet you were surround-

ed by. Brilliant.

Space Harrier was superseded by a succes-

sion of hits for the arcades which Sega are

bringing to Saturn in the form of the new Sega

Ages brand. It isn't known what Sega Europe's

plans for the games are - super-budget individ-

ual releases are a possibility, as is getting all

three on one CD for £40! We'll let you know
what happens...

- """ sawK
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.
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loo. Briiilliant.
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SEGA AGES:
A TRADITION OF REVOLUTION!

AFTERBURNER
This game is due to be released in Japan in

August and at the time of writing (end of

July), the game is alt but complete. Sega's

n team are in the process of bug-

testing their conversion and adding the bri

C that distinguished the coin-op

original. We've played the game and can

confirm that Sega's technicians have done
something of an incredible jo

s. Everything has been
icluded, from the stunningly smooth sprite

:aling to the mini-cameos of the Outrun

:rrari and the Super Hang-On bike - as you

in see from one of the Saturn screenshots
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NIGHTS' sheer acrobatic

potential means that the

game has a vast amount of

last ability. It's a revolution in

video gaming!

SSM When did the NIGHTS project begin?

SONIC TIAM The project started last year from the

first of April. That was when the real work of creat

ing the program began. A little before that

studying about the Sega Saturn and doing some other

things. The total development period was about one year and three

months in total. In fart we only finished NiGHTS three weeks ago

SSM What was your original idea behind the game?

SONIC TEAM In the very beginning we decided on flying. That

the very first thing. The initial concept was that clearing the sky

like a mine-sweeper would have a great feeling. Turning around

two or three times. We attached a great deal of important

original concept plan.

SSM Why did you decide not to develop i Sonic the Hedgehog gam

for the Saturn?

SONIC TEAM Basically, with regard to Sonic, we've been involved Ir

es for nearly four or five years. We felt that it

is about time to create something different In

addition, we wanted to recharge our ideas,

gather them together and evolve beyond Sonic

and create something different.

rber 1994 and yet

s. Especially as this was our first

n the Saturn we wanted to combine our study of

the Saturn with a little time spent creating a game. That's how

I
the development started. Well, the Saturn is an amazingly inter-

ring piece of hardware and so people just kept joining the

team and so the result was that it took as long as it did. In the

beginning we intended to spend a much smaller period of time

developing for our study but. it just kept on going.

SSM Why did you choose the NiCHTS character?

Are you tired of Sonic?

SONIC TEAM It's not that we've grown tired of

Sonic. Even when it's not the game, in Japan at

least there are also the Sonic cartoons, the charac-

nd the editorial supervision work as

well. Without a break Sonic is always appearing.

So, it's definitely not the fact that were bored of

him. Kather, we haven't just got Sonic, we've got a

whole line of characters wait ing to appear \

it was about time to release NiCHTS. We've

got lots of characters left. The first to cc

was Sonic and then next was NiCHTS.

be bigger than

SSM Please tell us a little about the Sonic Team

How large is the team and how many people ar

IU-1UL
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responsible for graphics, programmii

design, music etcetera?

SONIC TEAM The numbers are a secret *

but, if you read the staff roll at the ^^^^
end of the game I'm sure you can work

it out. In the beginning it was around seven people. That's

not much different from when we did Sonic. Towards the

end it became around 20 to 30 people. That's right at the

very end.

MM What difficulties were there from 3 technical standpoint ant

how did you overcome them In the Initial stages of the project?

SONK TEAM There were various difficulties but. we received a lot

technical advice from people already developing on the Saturn.

While we were working on using the SGL we included this in and 51

le the early stages.

SSM How long did the design work take?

SONK TEAM Ages! In order to incorporate the original concept plan

it's taken about two years from the start of the very first character.

it's probably because Sonic is our major rival that in order to create

characters that could beat him we spent so long, in reality. Sonic is

also our own creation but. we let go and distanced ourselves from

him which in turn has allowed us to grow. To surpass Sonic was

no easy task but for us this was the most challenging aspect.

That's not to say that Sonic is over and done with and from now

on it's NiCHTS instead. It had always been our aim to create both

characters so that NiCHTS and Sonic could stand together shoul-

der to shoulder.

SSM How did you go about designing the major characters in

NiCHTS and what influenced their design?

SONIC TEAM In order that NIGHTS would be liked by children from

15 research in Japan, America and

England. The results of

II reflected in

NiGHT5. The NICHTS

ren'tthe

be appreciated. Really. 1 it people to see the 1

SSM The range of levels in NiCHTS is incredible. What

design process did you use to create

these worlds?

SONIC TEAM When we started the

process of choosing the dr

NIGHTS we wanted to put various

realities into the NiCHT5 worlds. Ii

the beginning you can't approach

base of the rainbow bridge. That's

NiCHTS' world. When the

formed NiCHTS can move freely from

one place to another. When that hap-

pened we wanted the children to

think "Wow! NiCHTS is here!" "He cai

flyl". In the beginning that's what we

wanted to

games for childi

:hild from every country has see

-ainbow. There are those who h,

lever seen a rainbow. In a rainbi

ty does not exist. Instead there':

thing more fantastic and somewhat

rid we don't really understand.

lity. Even though nobody understands any-

ng when you wake up you have a faint idea but. you're

: In other words a dream is an incredibly interesting pi,

staff started to research into dreams, dream inte

pretation and depth psychology etcetera and studied other

things as well. Really, if you look deep into the world of dreams

truly interesting. And it's because we kept investigating more a

that the range and depth of the dream worlds is as wide

.

be especially aware of this

players themselves without realising can experience this drearr

sensation flowing through the background of the g;

ng ideas from depth psychology whichever design method
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The 3D visuals in NIGHTS are

second to none. II should

come as no surprise to learn

that the Sonic Team rewrote

the system code around five

times in order to get the

NIGHTS eiperience across in

all ill finery!

SSM How would you describe the very artistic style of NiCHTS?

SONIC TEAM If 5 Just a little but. Sonic is in essence an American

style character we think but, if you say what's at the centre of

NiCHTS we'd have to say that we deliberately designed its appea

ance with an European and Japanese face but, that the personal!

ty is very American in nature Also he's not a hero from the good

dreams but. a hero from the nightmares In other words, there's

just a little bit of a scary element to him. He's cute but, frighten-

ing Such aspects about him such as whether he's a man or

woman aren't known. He has a dual male/female character

image. With that image in mind we then bring in the Circus like

element, The nightmare world is similar to the circus. In the dark

ness a single spot-light shines, creat-

ing the vividly coloured stage. This

kind of element is included Inside the

nightmare's darkness to show the

beauty of the place. So with the

NiGHTS character and the

Nightmarens all gathered together it

gives the impression of a circus group.

Although NiCHTS tooks a little like a

jester, when you find him in your

dreams wonderful things happen and

a new hope is born within

SSM How long did it take to develop

the jO program routines in NiGHTS?

SONIC TEAM To continually improve

the quality we were working on the

3D program throughout the entire

development. However, compared to

our original plans it didn't really take

up that much time. For the most part

we used the SCL routines created by

Sega. We simply improved on them
for this version and so we can't say

that it really took all that long to do.

other games do not?

SONK TEAM That's difficult. On all the various

publicity occasions there have been, we haven't

said much about the 3D routines, the computer

graphics or NiGHTS technical ability. We don't real-

ly want to talk about this point to sell the game.

id the game in order to express the reali-

ty of the dream worlds. It's the way in which we

have been able to express this, that we have suc-

ceeded in doing, if in doing so we used polygons

so be it. No matter how we did it the reality is that

the feeling of the dream worlds is beautiful and

that's sufficient "These polygons are amazing"

and that kind of thing but, that isn't what we

ibout at all. So many game program-

ut how many 100's of polygons

they're using, trying to sell the game on that point

but, we don't want to. If you can enjoy the game

worlds, if it's a wonderful feeling flying inside

those worlds, if being in those worlds is fun then

really if that fundamental point is enjoyable then

that's sufficient. So, your question was about

NICHTS' use of the Saturn's capabilities and these

areas probably exist but, we'ri

SSM It could be said that speed is the essence of

the Sonic games. What aspect do you think is at

the heart of NiGHTS?

SONK TEAM Being able to fly in the sky is a great

experience Due to the great feeling of flying pursuit and also the

3D multi-controller, with which the player is really able to feel this

actual sensation to an amaiing degree, you are now able to fly wher-

ever you want to go instinctively, close to your senses I think we've

created something near to one's own sensation and if everyone can

experience this great feeling then that's the best point of NiCHTS.

SSM Is NiGHTS the limit of 3O on the Saturn? What further opt-

SONIC TEAM I don't know. The Satur

time its power to express will increa

development so of course there's

nazing potential. Over

is our first Sega Saturn

nprovement.

SSM Does NiCHTS use the Saturn's 2O power 3

well as its )D capabilities? Can you give

examples where this is used in the game?

1 1 don't know. <laughs t don't particu-

larly want to talk about NiGHTS from a technical

aspect If you really want to write that kind of arti-

cle that's fine with me but, writing about the feel-

ing of the NiCHTS' worlds would be much better.

The average user doesn't understand all these

PMrn—iTinrifi
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Absolutely no-one understands about

polygons, incredible technology. 3D.

speed and frame rate etcetera. More

and more we feel that like movie

reviews it's better to write about how
interesting or enjoyable it is.

SSM What aspects of NiGHTS are you

particularly happy with and why?

SONIC TEAM We've been able to have

some really good staff working on this

project. They all had a connection to

Sonic and everyone is truly talented,

tooking at the game from all sides,

even though I say it myself, we truly

believe that it's really great Right up to

the ending you want to keep playing.

This time we've really created an

enjoyable product We have faith in it

It's probably not too good to keep say-

ing one's own product is so good but.

this time we have so many essential

enjoyable elements incorporated Into

it we really think it's a fantastic

SSM Please tell us a little about the

development of the analogue controller for the Saturn?

SONIC TEAM Actually, the development of NiCHTS started and

then about six months later, summer last year, work begai

multi-controller. With the digital pad there was the feeling that

there was a small gap in the responsiveness between the player

and NiGHTS. Inorder to dos

this gap

SSM What kinds of reaction have you had to

NiGHTS?

SONIC TEAM We've received good appraisals.

Everyone is looking forward to NiCHTS. The situa-

tion regarding advance orders is very good so cer-

tainly in Japan we're eipecting it to be a hit.

SSM What plans are there for a sequel to NiCHTS?

SONIC TEAM ill leave that to your imagination If

the user's demand for it becomes large enough

then we might just do it. It hasn't even been

released yet so I don't know. There aren't that

many people in the Sonic team so we can't possi-

bly complete every project available. We might do

a NiCHTS or Sonic game next or maybe a differ-

ent game. That's for the future. First of all, now

that we've finally finished NiCHTS we're all about

to take a rest and go enjoy ourselves. Everyone

needs to go on vacation. After that, when we

All come back, we'll have various discussions and

then decide what we'll do next.

SSM Is there any chance of NiCHTS appearing in

the arcades or dp a PC?

SONIC TEAM if there was wed be happy but,

that's only our hope I don't think any of us have

ever produced anything for the arcade The PC is

urea but. Sega do have a PC section for that so if

nterest in NiCHTS then there is a possibility for it to

js controllers

tested and the result

being the current design we

have. Just for trial manufac-

ture there were around 100

SSM What do the Sonic Team dream of?

SONIC TEAM For a period every one was having only nightmares

but, recently at last NICHTS has appeared and we can see that hi

Is flying in the sky of our dreams I hope he'll appear and join wit

our users' dreams also.

test vi you i elude al

a lot. To

the different design'

thenther

tell the truth we even consid-

ered creating a NiCHTS doll-

shaped controller so that the

user could feel even closer to

NiCHTS. Various interesting

ideas came out but, in the end

it wasn't a NiCHTS controller

idedt ; make. We spent

months working 01

SSM What are your final

impressions of NICHTS now

that the game is complete?

SONIC TEAM To what we real-

ly first imagined we made a

good game. From our Initial expectations the visual aspect and

system have changed considerably. The system side was rewrit-

ten about five times. Our original concepts of the rainbow and

chasing through the sky really came out well.

SSM Was everything you hoped to achieve included in the final

game? Are there any aspects you didn't have time to include?

SONIC TEAM I can't say that there aren't any. Certainly there is

always something somewhere. If you kept on creating everything

then you'd surely spend your whole life creating so of course there

are still areas which could be developed more. However, even

though these areas exist this time we're still incredibly satisfied

with the final game.

Apparently Sonic supremo

Yuji Naka started out on the

Magadrive coding the seminal

16- bit conversion of

Capcom's brliiilliant Ghouls

'n' Ghosts! NiGHTS continues

his tradition of excellence.
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i#>MUiiyitEMi| SEGA WORLDWIDE SOCCER '97

Victory Goal was, let's be honest, crap.

But by a strange turn of events it has
somehow managed to muster up a
sequel. And by an even stranger turn of

events the sequel is looking pretty

damn good. Renamed Worldwide Soccer
for the European market, it could be
the footy game to rival Euro '96. ROB
BRIGHT queues up at the turnstiles

Euro
'96 - the real thing rather than the game - gave people in

England a taste of what it's like to support a team that not only wins

games but wins them in style. Ok, so the Germans were victorious as

usual, and they knocked England out on penalties again, but

England played with a grace not seen for years and presented the

fans with a feeling that most of them probably didn't know existed; a pride

in how they played rather than whether they won. Scotland, unfortunately,

didn't find the right gear, but even they can look

on some aspects of the tournament with a certain

satisfaction, like the victory over Switzerland. All

in all, it was a fine competition, and one that

won't be forgotten for some time, or at least until

the 1998 World Cup in France.

But what do you do during that two years

wait? A problem indeed, but one that, for Saturn

owners at least, can be staved off with the help of

one of the myriad football sims currently available.

The latest to slip into a pair of studs is Sega

Worldwide Soccer '97.

So it's yet another new football game eh?

Well, not quite, because -and this ought to be

whispered - it's kind of a sequel to Victory Coal.

Vep, Victory Coal, one of the worst football games
around. Calling the game Sega Worldwide Soccer

'97 marks both Sega's appreciation of what a poor

reputation Victory Coal has. and a genuine belief

that this is so much better than it's predecessor, it

doesn't deserve to be associated with it. In most
respects this seems justified, what with a largely

new programming team, all-new international

sides, a team edit mode which lets you rename any

player you like.

But is this, simply a lot of marketing psycho-

babble? Are we looking at Victory Goal's second

yellow card and immediate sending off? Or is this really, a much better game?
The only way to find out is to play the game, and one thing becomes apparent

at once and it's that the gameplay has been through some considerable alter-

The terrible game logic of Victory Goal has been more or less completely

done away with, and in its place instead is some incredibly realistic action,

right down to goalkeepers who will come out to meet the ball if they're the

last line of defence, and the kind of defensive fumbles and scraps that form a

part of footballing life. In the commentary box, Sega have naturally dropped

the manic Japanese commentary in favour of the talents of Gary Bloom -the

commentator on Channel Four's Football Italia.

SWS '97 is shaping into a very good game indeed, and when the finishing

touches have been added, including the chance to play simultaneous four-

player mode, this could be one of the best soccer games yet to appear on the

Saturn, For the moment though, take a look at just what's on offer in this

rising of sequels.

H ?
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? all football games, SWS '97 features loads of opportunities to cu:

tomiseyour players and team strategy. If you're not happy with your

g eleven then swaps can be easily made. Maybe you're fed up with

traditional 4-4-2 strategy, in which case a switch to the more pacey a

adventurous 4-3-3 might be in order Very often, the multitude of opti

n sports games tend to art as a ritualistic kind of decoration, having

-num effect on the gameplay In SWS '97 this is fortunately not the

?ach alteration in tactics affecting the shape of the game

id close up you can se e just how

painstaking the quality uf the graphics and

animation am. It gives the players a breadth

uf realism ! Iial's remarkable.

I volley. If you get It right II

Saturn has been host to loads of footy si

appearance of new titles doesn't look like abating either. If

infused about just what's out there, here's a quick summary:

VICTORY GOAL Sega's football slm was the

first to be released on the Saturn and it was a

serious anti-climax Score: 72%

HAT TRICK HERO: Many ofyou won't have

heard of Hat Trick Hero which is hardly surprisin

considering it was only released on import A

good thing to because it was absolutely awful,

something that its incredibly cheesy title makes

fairly obvious.

FIFA 96: .V'thJohnMotsoninthecommervtary

bo*, the Megadrive hit. FIFA '96 was expected tc
'

one of the really big football Sims on the Saturn, A

itturnedout.thegamewasa little bit disappoint

mg,being too slow and awkward at times to earn

championship distinction. Scoredr8o%

EURO 96l Gremlin's brilliant Actua Soccer

underwent some changes to transform Into th

official game for Euro '96. and like the tourna-

ment itself, it's provided the most entertai

in a football game so far. Barry Davies takes up

the commentary and all of the European team;

and players are included Score- 94%

STRIKER: Acclaim's Striker series has a long

history on both console and PC It's arrival 01

Saturn brought with it another well known
mentator, Andy Cray, and something not sei

the Saturn before - an option to play indoor

a-side. Unfortunately it wasn't enough to sa

from being a mediocre title. Score: 75%

OLYMPIC SOCCER: Olympic Soccer was a

a spin-off title from US Cold, designed to coini

with their Olympic Carries athletics sim Because

this, expectations weren't high. However, despite

some fairly bland graphics, the game engine is

excellent making it a surprise hit. Score; 85%

? SEGA SATURN
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TOUCHY!
One of the reasons Victory Goal was s \m was he lack of con rol he

player had when player. Something like aft r-touch for example corn-

pletely non -existent. Not so with SWS 97.5 porti ig as it does so nifty

after-touch to helpyou bend the ball r nunc a wa 1, pull off an in sw
corner or deceive the keeper with a ba shot

(Above) Here I he replay shows an England (Above) SWS
L

9T includes a whole series of

striker showing off his grace and style with a competitions. You can play a league between

delicate chip or the keener. The great thing select bunch of teams, eihibition matches tn

about SWS •)! is Mini there is practically an brush up on your skills, enter a world cup

infinite number of ways to score a goal, be il competition which goes from league to knock

a scrappy tap in. or a snazzy volley. oul - it's all In there, believe you me.

U (, ^> «5FfiA «! ATI !RN

SOCCER MASTERCLASS
Football as we all know, is the most beautiful game on Earth. Its mixture

of strength, stamina and style are unequalled in the world of sport. The

programmers of SWS '97 naturally appreciate this, and have incorporated

some of the fancier touches into the game. As expected, players can do

things like diving headers, volleys, bicycle kicks and the like, but that's

not all. They also can do a number of tricks on the ball...

THE SHIMMY: If you know your football well,

you might be familiar with the 'dummy and

shimmy' This is where the player lifts their foot

over the ball and then moves it in the opposite

direction to the dummy One player notorious fc

using it is Chris Waddle when he's attacking

down the wing. In SWS 'g7you can execute this

THE TRAP: ~h-=, is a favourite of midfieMers

who like to trap the ball to hold it up while the

players move into space. It also asserts the mid-

fielder's prerogative to change the pace of the

game to suit his teams style and tactics. Vou

might see the com posed masters -men like

Cantona, Gullit and Cascoine -using this, an ai

arrogance about them as they survey the field

THE ONETWO: Everybody knows what a one-

two is- you pass the ball to a team mate and he

passes it back. Of course, it's pretty useless if the

one-two isn't used to move past a defender by

'playing the triangles' as they say. You'll see plenty

of one-two's in a team where the players are well

organised and familiar with each others styles.



Wilbur Honktlih, Gary Elbow, Bernard Hirdburn, Ttrni CI,

Padre Blp, Clarence Flap, or wan Van Ian. And talk of tl

devil, than he It (above) going In Tor a sliding tackle en

Polish opponents. By the way, if you look at the names ii

Scotland and Welsh squads, you misfit tae some of ours!

CHOOSE YOUR DESTINY
So you just want to play a friendly to brush up on your skills eh? Well

that's fine, just go to exhibition mode and play your one-off match -you

can even have four of you playing at once. So you want the thrills and the

glory of winning the cup eh? Ok, go to tournament mode, choose how
many teams you want to participate and away you go. So you want the

ultimate prize of league champions eh? Well, you'll be wanting champi-

onship mode then, where you play each and every team -three points for

a win, one for a draw -to decide just who's the best outfit in the world

Vep, they're all inSWS'97.

BITCH

WANTS

I

TRILOGY
SEPT %

It'a a bicycle kick In effect. It takei me back I That's right sonny, you can tak,

tell you lo the good old days of Pele and the smile off your race and stare In

Seventies Brazilian team. Mihh. vsllo* card. Nn* be otT with yn

4«laim
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OWNERSOFTHE IRTUA COPGUNHAVEHAD TO WAITPATIENTLYFORNEWGAMES
TO PPORT THEIRPERIPHERAL WELL THE TIMEIS NIGH, HOMEBOYS. NOTONL Y
IS CHAOS CONTROL ALMOSTUPONUS, BUT THECONVERSIONOF THESEQUEL TO

THEGAME THATMADEGUNGAMES GREAT, ISPRACTICALLYREADY. IT'STIMETO
HIT THESTREETS..

SEGA SATURN «Z_
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SUITS YOU SIR

s version of VC: is looking a lot sharper than the one we
I shown you In recent weeks AM2 have tarted up the graphical re?

somewhat, so the whole shebang looks much sharper. The textui

plenty nicer too, as they're now running at a higher resolution. So that

means there's more of them. Sort of Anyway, the upshot of this is that

Virtua Cop 2 looks a lot less like Virtua Cop - The Amiga Years,

couple of months ago.
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WORK, YEDOOS!

d at how Virtua Cop has

sounds more exciting ike that. W Vea ready me - one

iJeStiaTw
he Satu

ark. The

n-onlyfeatu

game still n eds'

ut that's n

peeding u pabi
1

whilst it son full reso ution these days the game speed "^"^
still lagging. AM2 env sage no pro blem s with doi Rthi they just I
haven t got r und to yet. The ot her thing they aven got

rou nd to yet

theywi

which is a lil rl,

the coL moment. Bu it it n-opand I
ft everything ndallyo low you.

<!H"J,'UU.
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I M CRUNCHYCHEWY TRACKER
Special attention has been paid to the light gun tracking on Virtua Cop 2.

Seems a few people thought the coin-op had a couple of problems in this

department with some unit; not registering hits on the periphery of the

screen. Luckily for us Sega are ace. and they've promised there'll be no

such trauma with the home versions. Although of course the target cen-

tering screen is supposed to see to that Anyway, unless your dad is an

unscrupulous arcade owner who rigs it. your version will be fine.

SMASHITUP
ivity is obviously Sega's strong point. Why, they've been earning

crust for years as top-flight games makers, and if their stuff wasn't

interactive at all there'd have been heck to pay. Virtue Cop 2 enhances

their reputation for making things do things with other things. Like

jr bullets, for example. Not only do they destroy your enemies, they

o smash up the scenery Windows can be broken, peaceful civilian car

blown to pieces - even giant lifting hooks sway after a decent couple of

shots. Basically, if you see something in the game it's up for a good

shooting. This doesn't really achieve anything in the game but, like

smashing up the computer room in the EVL HQ in the first Cop, it's enor

mous fun. Nothing so spectacular about this, you may think, but much

of the destructible stuff in the Saturn version couldn't be knackered

oin-op. The wily team behind the home version have

i added this function. So there's mud in your eye.

Tm
HBfi^^^rl

NEXTMONTH..
If everything goes according to plan, we
should have a finished version of Virtua Cop 2

in the office. Providing we can stop playing it

for long enough, we'll endeavour to provide

you. the SSM reader, with a full review of how
good it is. However, there's every chance it'll

come in and we'll just sit there popping caps

our jobs. Watch the skies, earthlings!
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Always hot on the trail of a controversial gaming story, the original Desert

Strike programmers aren't afraid to put the world to rights. Why, with almost

every game released they've managed to upset someone, beginning with their

very first title, where they were accused of being rather insensitive over the

Gulf War (some people even wanted the game banned). Luckily, age hasn't soft-

ened them - in this fourth adventure, they're out to stop the resurgence of an

evil communist force in Russia! SAM HICKMAN dons combat fatigues to investi-

gate exactly what this obsession with war is all about.

TTE

SHUSSI

, >

WHAT'S IT ALL ABOUT...
The story in Soviet Strike is based loosely on the

previous games, although his time your mission

is to infiltrate five eastern terrains and undercov-

er various bad guys before they start a huge

world war. New for this game is the addition of

TV reporters who give you clues for your mis-

sions and also cover up any mistakes that you

might make. Basically, the plot is "don't let this

:s take over the world ever again.

nerican boy, it's obviously your

job to ensure that this doesn't happen. So, thin

you're up to it, chuckie boy?

C** SEGA SATURN
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----- . I COMING SOON
Soviet Strike is still deep in development

and will be lucky to make a November release in this

country. However, the goods ttiat the team have already

produced are proof enough that this is going to be a high

profile title. We'll be bringing you updates on the game's

progress until it's finished and expect to see another fea-

ture on the fully complete title just as soon as we can get

hold of a copy!
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BOMBERMAN |M!lilVI»T:MJ4^

Bomberman is such a cute and loveable

little man we're surprised he doesn't

have his own cartoon show. Surprised,

other than for the fact his raison d'etre

is blowing up everything he finds. Join in

the fun, the frolics and the flammables
with his amazing Saturn debut...

Just
Imagine what garnet culture would have been like if

Bomberman had decided to go into a different line of business. I

mean, once you're lumbered with the surname Man there's only a

fairly limited scope for future careen, and many of them aren't

exactly suited to video gaming. How well would the market have

responded to Milkman, where players attempt to destroy each other by

flinging flimsy glass bottles at each others' heads, and if they were especially

lucky ride around in a little milk float hatched from an egg? Or what about

Postman, where players don't do anything at .ill? Or Mr Loverman, in which

the participants grow outrageous Mr Whippy Ice cream haircuts and duet

with Scrittl Polittl on a single hit record. Or perhaps not.

Of ci hado
and exceptionally spheroid pal beer

bestowed with super-powers, his

name would have set him up for life

as a roving vigilante. A single bite

from a radioactive 5uper was the

only thing required to change his

future forever. But no. The only way

Bomber could escape his mundane

destiny as Barman, Handyman or

Layman was to acquire a gimmick,

and explosives were his choice. But

this wasn't always the way. indeed, when Bomberman first decided on his name

his original plan was to wear a black faux-leather jacket the whole time. Sadly

people just called him Fonzman or Unfashionable manor (in summer]

Sweatyman. Switching tack, Bombsy started riding a clumsy proto-BMX Raleigh

bike in the hope it's Bomber nomenclature might rub off on him. All that rubbed

off on him was the cheap paint job sprayed over the crinkly plastic covering the

Luckily, after putting an old colander on his head, Bomberman's last incarna-

tion hit thespot. Now he roams grid-like environments the world over, lighting

the blue touch paper and retiring in a variety of exotic locations So how's this

Bombering thing work then? Well, it's easy. Each Bomberlevel is laid out like a

grid. Some of the squares are empty, and you can walk on them. Others are filled

ter walk on these. Some of them are

filled with bricks, or footballs, or things

with indestructible blocks, and you

10 Olifttg

SATURDAY MORNING FEVER
The good thing about Bomberman looking so simple is that it means

Hudson have plenty of room left on the CD for some excellent presenta-

tion, Firstly, there's the excellent music tracks mentioned elsewhere.

Secondly, there are stacks of groovy cartoons livening things up all over

the shop. Before you even get into the game you're confronted with a

three minute animated bomb festival which introduces you to all the

characters and sets up the story. Confusingly, That's Japanese animation

foryou. Anyway, there's also another, shorter skit before embarking on th

one-player game. That's nice of them.

MUSIC SOOTHES THE SAVAGE BOMBS
On very first listen, Hudsonsoft seem to have forgone the powerful sound

processors available to Saturn programmers The tunes sound exactly like

the old Dynablaster blaster music from the Megadrive version, in fact. But

give the soundtrack a few seconds to warm up and your ears are assault-

ed by some of them junglist- house-rave-repetitive- beats dance tunes. Eeh.

kids today with their beat boxes and breakdancing. I don't know what the

world's coming to.

like that, and these need blowing up

before you can walk over the ground

beneath. Blowing things up couldn't

be easier. Just lay a bomb by the object

you'd like to destroy and run away. The

bomb now explodes outward in any

direction not restricted by an inde-

structible block, demolishing the first

thing the lines of fire hit. At the start

of the game you can only drop one

bomb at a time, and it only has a

spread of two blocks around the

bomb. However, picking up power-ups

allows you to drop more bombs of

greater destructive potential. The only

snag is that you're vulnerable to your

own explosions, which means one

badly placed bomb and you're dead.

And you thought army demolitions

experts were just the thick ones who
like blowing things up.
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BATTLE OF THE BATTLE PLANETS
Just like baseball games, Bomberman allows you to choose

variety of stadia to play in. However, unlike in baseba

this actually makes the slightest bit of difference. Just to Ml

trate the wide spectrum of possibilities this presents, allow

to give you a quick rundown of all the play palaces on offer.

BATTLE Nothing particularly interesting, to be honest. This is

the basic backdrop with no frippery. There Is a nice big "BAT

TLE" sign written under the bricks, though.

Nothing to do with the groovy in-game music, this i<

another fairly straightforward

ing parrots at the side and crow

guish it fro rn the first.

FOOTBALL Not a cash-In on the current craze at all,

round has footballs instead of bricks, and a coupli

either end to trap opponents in.

DESERT The first sign of unusualness, the Desert

NINE AGAINST ONE - WHAT A MAN

:.. i" irofs;

around the centre. This carries bombs on a cir-

cuit around the middle of the screen, hopefully

to destroy your foes.

SPACE One of the most interesting stadiums

This one has three switches in the middle, acti-

vated by the pressure of your little Bomberteet

Hitting one speeds everything up, hitting

another slows everything down and the middle

reverts things to normal.

Destroy the ice creams to uncover

your icons and lead the way to trampolines.

These bounce you off in the direction from

which you approach them, buffeting you over blocks and
ices to land In the next available unoccupied space.

WFJRO PLACE We're calling it Weird Place because we haven't

quite worked out what's so different about this one. Sorry

placed on the floor seem a bit out o1

i, until you try kicking a bomb over one. The bomb fol-

the direction of the arrow, and if this leads to ai

the bomb switches again, following a crazy patter

rked by the floor. This is our favourite one.

,

--<--•-'.
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e being honest, and we always are because we'n

;o nice, Bomberman wouldn't have ever sold one

tenth as many copies if it weren't for the excellt

multi-player opportunities. The Saturn version

tops any previous effort by facilitating TEN PLAYER

james. If you haven't got nine friends, don't worry

n play with fewer if you like. Hell, if you're that

lonely you can play on your own. We won't tell. And the Saturn, trusty

old beast that It is, will play the part of your friends. It works like this -

before kicking off a multi-player game you're presented with an option

screen which allows you to set how many players you want, how many
of these are human beings, and how many are controlled by the CPU.

Once you've set the right quantities, plugged in your adaptors {if you

want lots of real people) and millions of pads, you're ready to rock

Many other aspects of this exciting and novel feature are detailed else-

where in this fascinating showcase. Dig it, dudesl

* s »m o

Bomberman lakes a little stroll from stags to Football would probably bj way m

stage round each level. He's getting ofT a ship. in America if they made it this vie

I AM THE MASTER! GAME!
The second long-play mode in Bomberman is the nattily titled Master

Came. It's one player only, and you're only given one life. The object of this

quest is to destroy allot the monsters roaming each static screen. Once

they're all dead a ladder descends from the heavens and offers you a way

out. The Master Game differs from the norm in that it's only played on statii

single screens, so you can see the whole level at once. Also, the time limits

are way stricter You're barely given time to whack all the bad guys, let alone

blast the bricks to get hold of essential bonuses. Unsurprisingly, hearts are

top power up here, as they allow you to survive more hits. A readout at the

top of the screen tells you how many hearts you have, the number of bomb
you can drop and your bomb power and speed-up levels.

(ABOVE) That whacking great train M
very hard to see what's going on whe

panes overload. Grrr.

i LEFT i This VS Mode screen shows thi

af a multi-player match. Indicating w

bnmbed who. and whn they in turn we

;d by. BC Kid obviously won hen
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destroy the five flashing red control beacon things before time runs out.

Once they're smashed the exit opens up and it's onto the next stage. This

is much like Bomberman ever was. but it's been revamped with the help

of 32-BlTness. There are now loads of obstacles and bits of scenery which

lions of each stage, so you're never quite exactly sure where

your bomb is (or where you are]. There are also sub-games or bonus

points - one stage has Bombser lighting cannons with his 1

blasting octopi from the side of a ship. Plus, of course, there are giant

bosses awaiting at the end of each level, ready to crush you to a pulp.

.. .._-. - a - - -
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Just when you thought the decision had been made and a winner revealed, a stewards inquiry has

turned everything on its head! Tut tut young Mr Nightingale - I'm afraid you got the rules wrong!

But the show must go on!

WE WANT TIME ATTACK TOP TEN!

H«r-

(Disqualified;

1996
6. AndyC.B.Hoath

7. AndyC.B.Hoath

8. Leigh Stevenson

9. Darren Ware

10. Nicholas Ware

FREE SATURN GAMES FOR A YEAR, A SEGA RALLY JACKET AND A SEGA RALLY T-SHIRT!

PRIZE: TEN SATURN GAMES AND AN EXCLUSIVE AM3 SEGA RALLY JACKET AND T-SHIRT!

AN EXCLUSIVE AM3 SEGA RALLY JACKET AND A SEGA RALLY T-SHIRT!
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SATURN

actio«plaY the power in your hanc

» live longer, punch harder, run faster,jump higher

• Built-in 2 Megs of game save memory 4 times the size of standard memory

• optionalPC link-up for the ultimate hacker •—^ j
54" V

£l Direct,Govan Road, Penton, Stoke-on-Trent ST4SRS.

: 01782 744707. Fax:01782 744292. Website and Email http://WWW.DATEL.CO.UK.



To tarott the

ptal

Sega enthusiast

call

Chris Perera

Q171 972 6700

KIMSHEI) IT? DON! [IKK II V HOKKI) WITH IT?

THEN SWAP IT FOR A DIFFERENT ONE
USING OIR L'NIQI'E SYSTEM IT IS POSSIBLE TO PLAY

LP TO TEN DIFFERENT GAMES FOR THE PRICE OF
ONE BOLGHT OFF THE HIGH STREET!:!!

PRICE INCLUDES: 24 hr DESPATCH ON STOCK ITEMS
ALL POSTAGE & PACKING
PERSONAL SERVICE £5

MEGAMAIT. P.O. BOX 12, CRAVEN ARMS. SHROPSHIRE, SV7 WTl
We operate a simple price handing \v.lcm. Oder applies In

used j-amus uirhin 1hc Minn- price bund.

IONTRONIC GAMES
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VIRTUAKIDS

ALIEN TRILOGY

ATHLETE KINGS

EXHUMED

NBA ACTION

SPACE HULK 74

KEIO FLYING SQUA

BUST A MOVE 2

STORY OF THOR

OLYMPIC GAMES
NHLPOWERPLAYHOI
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' Okay, you've looked at the screenshots

and you're slightly bewildered atjust

what Sega and AM2 are up to. After all, this is

just Virtua Fighter 2 with different graphics, isn't 1

it? Well- kind of.

n Japan, Virtua Fighter i remains the

unassailable coin -op of the moment.

1

Despite the launch of pseudo-sequel

Fighting Vipers and "competition" in

the form of Teliken and its ilk, AMi's

: is still the most played arcade

game (by a huge margin} in the Land of the Rising

Sun... and probably will stay in that position until the

release of VF3.

Sega of Japan's aim for VF Kids was to increase

the audience for VF still further, taking the tried and

tested VF g3meplay and giving it a slightly more user-

friendly appearance. For us Westerners, it might all be

a bit confusing, but the fact remains that VF in any

form is pretty bloody brilliant actually - and we'll per-

form Akira's Stun Palm of Doom on any body that says

VF Kids is fast - a full ;o percent faster than VF2

and retains the amazing high resolution graphics and

super-smooth frame rate that distinguished what

i'a finest hour The big heads also fea-

1 facial expressions, with the surprise

^^ on the fighters'

faces as a new challenger enters the

game being particularly priceless.

Topping off the atmosphere perfectly

range of effects and I

s-style isoftr icVFa

There's also a "kids" mode that

enables you to string together combinations of "diffi-

the original VF: was something of a technically com-

plex game, and this mode opens up the game greatly

(although it may upset people who are reasonably au

fait with VFa's control).

However, for all its differences, the game is VFi

(albeit with some rather special bells 'n' whistles) and

whether you will want this game depends on a num-

ber of factors. Obviously the first concerns whether

you actually own VF2 already -despite the myriad

alterations, there's very little in the way of surprises

and ifyoudohave the original version in your collec-

tion, I'd only recommend the new game to real, die-

favourite is still with the original

(which I would still rate at 98%) - the

Kids edition's fighters really don't allow

you to appreciate the brilliance and realism of the

original's motion capture, simply because the arms

and legs in Kids are so small! Of course, others might

go for Kids because of its extra Speed and combo

potential or its extra visual appeal, so It all kind of bal-

ances out really The fact that Kids is a full twenty

quid cheaper than the older conversion might also be

a5mall determining factor in your decision.

In the end it comes down to personal preference

because the bottom line is that Virtua fighter in any

of its various forms is videogames entertainment par

_62 4J0> SEGA SATURN ~
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I had an awesome dream about an alien invasion the other

night, which I have to say was loads better than Alien or Aliens

or Independence Day or anything. It was absolutely brilliant,

and I hope to have more like it. Now I can try to re-capture

that excellent dream with Acclaim's oldest licence...

's horrible when this happens. You set

il seems la pass overhead, you think you've shot II

:n it creeps up the screen, slowly obscuring your vi

n space, they say, no-one can hear

n. Why's that, then? It

;y should try turning their

lace tellys down a bit and

keeping an ear out for any passing

human in trouble, I reckon. Take

young Ripley, the feisty chickstrel

of the Alien Trilogy.

hink, as a vulnerable sin-

pect a b'rt of back-up

M to holler "Help! I'm

g attacked by an entire

alien race! And they're

really pointy!". But no.

Nary a cosmonaut trots

r bungalow to

prospective player of Alien

Trilogy to help her beat the

skin. Lucky old you.

ill bad. In

probably wouldn't

;o interesting if Ripley's mission was to

go down the shop for some beans. See. where Rips is

mded just happens to be home to a whole fami-

ly of powerful rifles. The friendly folk of this gun com-

munity are only to happy to leap into your hands and

Although you only kick off the game

with a little baby pistol, keep an eye out for its brethren

spread across each level.

Beyond that.

Trilogy We don't mean this is a nasty rude way, like it's

;an that the focus is most definitely on

ind anyone not prepared to devote the it

heavy-duty alien genocide would do well

to look elsewhere. Every level of the game is crawling

(and slithering and scuttling) with literally NUMBERS
efarious ranks are

squadrons of scary human being soldiers out to get

you Strangely enough these

'the aliens. Maybe they've made friends <

ing. Anyway, your job is to dispose of thei

violence There are other objecti

or collecting ID cards from dead

most part the big idea of Alien Trilogy is to wade in

with all guns blazing.

However, there's an atmosphere to Alien Trilogy

not found in comparative titles such as Doom. Insteac

tly reminding you what threat you're facing, AT

s an effort to conceal the predators stalking your

hiding them behind doors or within shadows.

3 given a motion tracker to warn you of impendin|

but you're better off keeping you ears open than

istingyour machinery. Pretty soon you learn to recog

>s '<: lai nyour

Alien Trilogy compelling. At its heart the game is a sim-

ple case of exploring vaguely maze-like (and not that

massive) levels until you've found and destroyed every-

thing you need to. Whilst this makes for minimum

faffing about whilst playing, it's also Alien Trilogy's

most obvious flaw After playing away for a couple of

hours in one sitting there is a tendency to lose interest

in what's going on. no matter how much progress

you're making through the game. This is a fairly com-

i many games, and it's no worse for

it is for, say, Loaded, but it's worth

rtie

graphic!

rhe

ver. for the most part Alien Tri

: praiseworthy, with the play environment

ense of mystery ad urgency in the

sprites look great too. although there's occasionally a bi

of dodgy animation when the fully-grown aliens turn tc

one Side, but in general the movement of Such huge

sprites deserves our unconditional applause. The sound

is cracking too, mostly sampled from the real movies,

the alien noises and eerie minimalist music are impor-

tant ingredient in Alien Trilogy's goodness. The playabilv

ty is pretty faultless, it's fast moving, the controls are

simple and responsiveness and there's absolutely loads

of killing If you're dying for Doom, Alien Trilogy might

not fit the bill in the same way as Exhumed. If you're an

Alien fan though, or just out for an impressive super-

death shoot 'em up. it's got what it takes

Shooting any of the enemies leaves you with those pleasing

corpses. They stick around on the floor until you've completed

the level, so you can tell where you've been by the dead things.

'^> SE£.A SATURN
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In the wake of the Atlanta Olympic games, Athlete

Kings arrives to give your fingers a good

working out. Is it going to be up thereon the

rostrum? Or are we looking a

a waste of a goodjoypad?^

kfoi

oingtr

thletes are a pretty dedicated bunch.

Most of them are up at the track of

dawn, guiiling back pureed tomato-

egg-bran juice. Then they're out of

the house for a brisk morning jog,

waving to the milkman as they set

I mile sprint. Not sat-

ley spend the rest of

igs like pt

ofalter-

squat-thrustf

cuit training, and just about anything

else that makes your body feel like a

piece of hyperventilated jelly.

So why bother eh? Instead simply

exercise those fingers with the help of

Sega'; Athlete Kings, a game that joins

the 'track 'n' field' revival currently in

effect. The game is actually a straight

taken by AM3 themselves with the help

oftheSTV board. Rather than going for

the Olympic style as US Gold

instead on the decathlete. the most sadistic athletic

specialisation involving ten events -100 metres, long

jump, 400 metres, high jump, shot put. no metre hur

dies, discus, javelin, pole vault and 1500 metres. If you

However. Athlete Kings also usesc

native joypad methods, especially in events like tr

something like the 1500 metres, you're not eiped

simply to try and bash hell out of the buttons for

an hour, the programmers choosing to

1 as pace is required

St. these control styles might se

: awkward (pole vault in particu

;r. after playing for a while

The athletes limber up and offer their greetings to th

before running very fast for 1 short space of time

m petit* 1 you 11 rfta

the other, points for each event being

at the end to reveal the finest allround athlete

Alternatively, players can select a single event

and brush up on their skills. There are ten ath-

e from in the game - seven

might focus on throwing, running, jump-

ing, or all of them if they're an allrounder.

Traditionally, track 'n' field style games

less identical tc

imazing, n

frames per s<

2, and the graphics (apart fn

styles) are for the most part faultless.

The only criticism that can bejustly levelled

against Athlete Kings is that it's only a two-player

Why it couldn't have involved at least four

players is a real disappointment, especially con-

sidering US Cold's Olympic Games lets eight

players compete at once. Nevertheless. Athlete

Kings is one of the best sports s



Only 1m 70cm!! I could jump that when I was only 17 years old. For

the best high jumps il's essential yuu gel the perfect angle.
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If there's been one game style that's yet to

make an impact on the Saturn, it's the first-

person perspective shoot 'em up a la Doom. Well

stop your whinging, because with the arrival of

Exhumed, the wait is at last over!

ters from frustrated Doom fans asl

when they can expect to see it on

Saturn. What no one thought to a:

all?'. After all, it's m> II of a

first-person perspective shoot 'em up that's the

attraction. Only after a game going under the name

of 'Power Slave' was shown off at the E} show did

people wake up from their lamentable Doom musing.

Power Slave was the creation of a

small and relatively fresh software

a few playable levels to make people

realise that you didn't really need Doom

at all with a game like this knocking

about. So Sega snapped up the publish-

ing rights in Britain, gave It the new
title, Exhumed, and settled back to

gloat over a surprise discovery. And they

have every right to gloat too, because

not only is Exhumed a really pacey

shoot 'em up - more or less twice as

fast as Doom, it also features the kind

of brilliant light sourcing effects that

many a cynic thought Impossible on the Saturn.

Rather than the demonic no-mans-landof

Doom. Exhumed has a mythical Egyptian setting. The

basic plot is simple enough -the ancient tomb of

:'"?nc ;e the
|

d hv ) s

rs there

rnatural bn

popping up from behind every door,

leaping out of vases or lurking down

grim corridors, which only the light of

gun blast will reveal. All of this keeps

you right on your toes, and fortunately

there are plenty of health and weapons

pick ups to keep you alive.

What makes Exhumed really chal-

lenging though is that while the action

is pretty constant, it still contains plenty

of cryptic diversions. Early on for exam-

ple you need to collect four Egyptian

symbols in order to access new areas and after this

there are some smart pick-ups like magic sandals

which enable you to jump higher, something else that

opens up new territory to explore. And there's plenty

of that, what with 17 huge levels, and the need to

constantly move back and forth to access areas previ-

ously unobtainable. Even Ramsses' spirit pops up now

cover how to get the exhu ned body of Ramsses back and then to offer you a little bit of advice on whereto

to his resting place and re

piness among all.

tore order and general hap- go and what to look for.

To top things off. Exhumed looks really impres-

The player starts off vith only a sword, although sive too. All of the backdrops have an authentic

it isn't long before you ma nage to pick up a pistol The Egyptian feel, rendering m detail the ancient archi-

other sis weapons howevc rare more than a little tecture and decorations, and this coupled with the

tough to find. There's all t e classic weapons of the perfectly sampled sound effects and fine animation

genre from the M60 mac! ne gun to the flame go to make this a stunning shoot 'em up experience

thrower and there's also s Dme weapons designed to Forget Doom - if there's a game to be emulated it's

fit in with the Egyptian th meabit more, like the Exhumed.

Cobra Staff and Manacle. Naturally Exhumed features 4#"
loads in the way of shoot m up action with enemies ROB —
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You've been waiting for it since issue 3, we've had tons of calls about it, and new readers have been frantically

trying to get their hands on the now sold-out copies of our most famous freebie. What is it?

Why, it's an EXCLUSIVE DEMO DISC of course!

PLAYABLE EMOS OF:

OUT
September 18th!

Dont miss it!

NIGHTS! I'S MOST IMPRESSIVE TITLE EVER! WIDE SOCCER '97!

BAKU BAKU ANIMAL!

Dear Mr Hew*

Please reserve me the DISK EDITION of Sega Saturn

1

(October Issue >. If you cannot get ft, I may be labia to cry

throw a tantrum in your shop. You have been warned.

Thankyou very much.

NAME

ADDRESS

PANZER DRAGOON ZWEI! ATHLETE KINGS!

ROLLING DEMOS OF:
VIRTUA FIGHTER KIDS, EXHUMED,
THREE DIRTY DWARVES, STORY OF THOR 2

To be sure of receiving your copy of SEGA SATURN MAGAZINE ,

October issue, with the cover disk, fill in the form below and take

it in to your local game Store

or WH Smith. Local newsagents may not c

the disk edition of the magazine, so be sure to check with your

shop to avoid disappointment.



want to get
sorted?*
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We new magazine that's sorted for sports! n

€UTONAUGUST4M!
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|SP0RTS SIM

Haugust

With Slam 'N' Jam and the quirky Space Jam

also set for release in the next few months,

NBA Action finds itselfsweating it out on

court for title of supreme basketball sim. It

looks like winning the tip off.

!/M
used to play basketball with a guy

history to make It to the NBA. Well, I

I sayplay with him, It was more a matter

uing the ball to him on the few

I actually got on the court

and then letting him do his stuff. He was tall you see,

very very tall intact, and that harbours surprising

advantages where the game of basketball Is concerned.

As does a talent for fervent dribbling.

Basketball's rise in popularity over the past decade

sole industry Perhaps the classic basket-

ball title was NBA Jam by Acclaim, which

appeared on 16 bit machines years ago.

The genre's been popular ever since, and

32 bit technology has seen a shift away

from the carnival atmosphere of NBA Jam
to more realistic 3D polygonised games.

NBA Action falls into the later. Rather

than going for two-on-two it features a

full five-on-five match up. In fact. NBA
Action goes for the full monty by includ-

ing all the NBA teams, each and every

player -even trying to render their facia

features accurately when you see them

close up- and by faithfully reproducing

the standards of each

ents of individual players. Such

, payed off as well, and even

mages to get you staring religiously at

^Shmtmm

thing

: Chicago Bulls

and Seattle Sonics.

As far as the gameplay goes, NBA Ad

quite a sophisticated approach That's not

complicated to control, rather that if you v

really turning on the style you've got to le;

do things like 'roll' an opponent and work

few tricks to find the space for a shot,

inkfully the game logi

lentw s for ei

when you make a pass i

the player in the most s

most dangerous positio

I I F.«JJ.g.lH>.»W«ll

gamem
lacks some of the razzamataz you'll find in

something like NBA lam TE. While the

can put together some flashy

moves, one player throwing the

dunk for example. All this makes for

aining baskets

Graphically NBA Action is very ambitious. It's L

of 3D polygons and real-time animation are largely

successful, although one has to admit that the

bit blocky. especially thi

be wanting to choose wisely. ¥ou can't really

lose with NBA Action, offering as it does the

realistic interpretation of the sport and provid-

more weighty alternative to the extravagant



BALLY SPLENDID DUNK!
If a player pulls off an especially snazzy dunk shot, there's an

automatic replay so you can enjoy the achievement once aga

In the replay however, the action is shown from a perspective

which brings you right into the action so you can enjoy it all I

glorious close-ups. You can of course employ the replay optio

yourself whenever you like, choosing from a variety of viewin

perspectives. M2t>
*&% i.u.k.11

»s In rail lift, the Chicago

Bulls irejuat about thi best

NBA (earn in any league.

This is perhaps the best bask

to appear on the Saturn, its

action and slick graphics riva

the more light-hearted NBA J

etball sim yet 1
ast-paced 1
lied only by 1

"* J
dznaasMB as . 1

u e r a l l I
GGHilflBHI s

IsFIiimumta 89
|

iiiumimi 37
|
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QUEEN OF THE MAPPING SCENE
Maps are useful things, especially if you're 3 cartographer,

because then maps pay your electricity bill and buy all your gin.

They're fairly useful for Space Hulkamaniacs too. but not quite

so practical. As you wander around the abandoned wreckage

ding ground your map fills itself in

ing you to work out where the best places for all your troops

are. A hint is that the best place is not on their own in the mid-

dle of a big room surrounded by enemy forces.

you buy it,
£3.49 for three evenings

iw""ff



If a girl dressed up in a bunny costume and not a lot else

came up to you and started poking you in the back with an

umbrella, what would you do? Would you know that she

was from a distant land and needed to save her people

from an evil troll? Or would youjust cry and run away?

MERCHANDISING *,
Although the character Rani was c eated speci lly

for Keio Flying Squadron. JVC have been hinkir I

about running a merchandising II etea- .ring er

face. T-shirts and sweatshirts are kelyt bear ier

of the day, and the company are e *enth nkmfi

about drafting in a trendy clothes

company to help them out.

1. tricky that one. Well, let's pre-

-trial you didn't actu-

illy run away wetting yourself.

Inlikely, sure, but then Keio Flying

|
Squadron isn't like an ordinary game.

is flying space bears and big fat

wrestlers that turn into spinning tops when they get

even slightly irritated. Rani (that's the girl) is supposed

to sort out all these nasty people all by herself, and

although she gets help from time to time from her pet

dragon, there's only so much a spindly little girl can do

on her own. Especially when she's been forced to wear

ridiculous bunny ears and a little pink dress.

If you haven't already realised from this bizarre

rambling. Keio Flying squadron is a platform game of

d-plot type.

;eEdo period where then

fierce feuds almost every day of the

They didn't really involve pandas dre

*4 hats and aprons and the

ren't any teddies that went to mi

7 SEGA SATURN.

meant. Probably "ow".
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^PUZZLE . WEIRDLY

^SEPTEMBER

If you're despairing ofthe current death-

heavy bias in games design, this could be

just the tonic your shellshocked Saturn

needs. Set the controls for the heart of

the Bobble! It's Bust-A-Move 2!

£~~r^
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Barabian

august

It's months since we Showcased Tho r, but the final

version is ready for review at last And about time too.

Do those programmers think we've got all day or some-

thing? If anyone reading this is making a game you want

reviewed in SSM, be quick about it Alright?

going

have you? Don't

something? Well that's

The Saturn is one of thi

engines going, and Seg

gons with everything.

Thor is certainly old-fashioned

i ancient tradition of sprawling

mg than many faster-paced titles

atly avoids the common adventure

if Plot Fatigue, whereby players grow

,0 weary of their "quest" the game is

Igned to the shelf forever. This

Thor features numer-

sub-plots leading up to the

n confrontation at the end of

game The first thing you're

dered to do is trace a number of

ody natural forces such as fire or

ing. Without

these it's Impossible to complete

every so often a new

mission makes itself known, the first being to save

the life of a dying villager Once these objectives are

fulfilled the next part of the game is

opened up, and you're

territory of the

very different, so it's easier to

and how it fits together, as well

as making the game an awful lot

*
mgt< ikat.

II this que

:oncept. Thor actual-

racter is equipped

vn ha nhole rr :kof

along with pei

platform

lywork;

aponry concealed along

and tons of various ene

ant rats to zombies and beyond,

iodical bosses and weird dangerous

The puzzles usual-

lines, requiring

mething somewhere or fire a well-

arrow, as opposed to the more cerebral clue-

ng you may expect from the genre.

It can't be said that Thor is

mgements t<



ir mind those blazing eyeballs trailing

- get your good new trousers out of

l In your shuts.

LOTS AND LOTS FOR US TO DO
Thorisa prime example of one of those games where the designs

sat down at a planning meeting and thought "Wight, let's make

him do everything" As a result Thor is a pretty much equal mix of

platformer, beat 'em up and RPG. You'll need to converse with vil-

lagers and villains along your travels to find out where to go next,

you'll also need to solve numerous puzzles AND. as if that isn't

out of hundreds of evil monsters,

ne of the evil monsters are really scary, too. because of their

reepy animation. Anyway, if you think you can manage that

don't forget your hand-eye coordination, because you'll need all of

it to tackle the crypts and cliffs that make up Thor's world. Kitchen

luded.

80 | 1

7s|
189*15ss|

fl 92
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Ah, the summer season is upon us once again.

And in addition to the usualjaperies of

Wimbledon and cricket, this year, there's the

added bonus of the Olympic Games. Lunch

boxes at the ready, potato heads!

ay now, {if not already) your

? invaded by the worlds' best

pounding, (plashing and

heir way to sweet victory. But

| what are you supposed to do if you're

it weedy at sport, apart from buy m outing on to theSatu

and everything, you'd

differently from previt

because it does look a

pretty much the sami

there's only

thing of a tradition for

producing Olympic sims.

Who remembers Olympic

games on the Mega drive

people who released that title, and indeed every other

Olympic game since then. So you've got to accept that

they know what they're talking about.

US Gold's first Olympic

pert it to look and play

titles. Which is just as well,

t different. Although it plays

ame. which works just fine, because

ny ways you can implement

running or swimming on a console. And the graphics?

Well, they certainly look different enough, although

"good". Vup, in the looks department, this sure seems

a bit of a dog. The stick-like characters in this sim

aren't a patch on the huge, detailed frames of Sega's

Athlete Kings And the backgrounds, at times, are

utterly laughable - there's barely a detail at all on

some of the garish, full blocks of colour that pass for

the sky or an indoor environment.

Luckily though, the gameplay still retains all the

payability that the Olympic game sims ever had. and

the choice of events remain roughly the same too.

Which means you get a lot more immediate

satisfaction with this than you do with Sega's Athlete

Kings title. For instance, there's a Archery, shooting

and swimming, none of which makes an appearance

in the Sega title, and all of which provide immediate

entertainment without having to learn how to master

loads of awkward controls. This makes Olympic

games closer in style to something like Track and Field

n the Playstation,

although it has to be saic

that it '5 not a very good

jagged and just not as

much fun overall. But

then there's nothing

reallylikethisonthe

Saturn-Athlete Kings

has different events and

is played in an entirely

different way. But.

although Olympic Games

has most of the

payability required to

really enjoyable, it lacks

any of the panache that's

so obvious in 5ega's

Athlete Kings. Why, some

people would even go so

far to say that this looks downright messy. And

unfortunately, they'd be justified in saying so.

At the end of the day. if you wanted to make a

choice between this and Athlete Kings, you'd probably

go for the Sega title, simply because it has more depth

and there's more things to learn from it. And looks-

wise, there's no way that this can complete with Sega's

game -this tries to do too much in that it wants to be

all stylised, can't, and makes everything look a bit

cruddy in the process. Still, it's quite nice to play, and if

you just want something to challenge a few mates

with, it may just be the thing for you.
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SPORTS SIM
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Virgin's NHL Powerplay Hockey is only the second ice hockey sim

to appear on these frosty Saturn shores, facing off against

Sega's equally official NHL Hockey. Is it going to make a cool

impression, or is it destined to slip up and cling embarrassingly

to the edge of the rink?

i'.-.ing

| tioned offices, I can think of nothing

nore satisfying than lying down on

in ice coated floor and, quite literally,

hilling out. What doesn't appeal so

nuch is lying there while seven foot

tall, twenty stone blokes come skating towards you in

full body armour with big sticks in their hands. Of

course, the strange thing is that such psychopathic

behaviour is one the major attractions of ice hockey.

But once again, it's sports sims to the rescue, where

the worst injuries and bodily mutilations you can

expect are a couple of blistered fingers or a touch of

cramp in the wrists.

NHL Powerplay Hockey is only the second ice

hockey slm to make it to the Saturn, the first being

Sega's NHL Hockey, another officially endorsed title.

Official endorsement means that all of the teams in

the American hockey league are Included, and their

respective players and team talents replicated.

Powerplay Hockey also features the

full glut of internatioi

ion capture techniques. Virgin's

game plays smoother than Sega's title, the characters

moving in a more realistic fashion. In addition to this,

Powerplay Hockey has been programmed using a

sophisticated form of Al [artificial intelligence), which

inshortmeansthat the players are capable of adjust-

ing to just about any situation, be it a sudden

defensive foul up or an attack on the

break. This makes for some real-to-

international tournament, although with the exhibi-

tion mode you can pit international teams against

national ones. All In all, Powerplay Hockey has got just

about everything, right down to some excellent sound

samples of skates on the ice, slapshots. and echoing

announcements over the tannoy system, Vou can even

play a six-player game, you and your chums forming

an entire team, something which does a lot

r for the longevity of the title

One of the few negative aspects of

Powerplay Hockey is the lack of oppor-

tunities to fiddle with the viewing

angle, something which Is, by and

large, a standard feature in sports

these days, it meant that 01

it difficult tc

Powerplay Hockey cc

loads of st

sports sim after all. But what's

:

about the stats and tactica

that they're presented in such a way as to be

understandable to those of us who are complete ice

hockey ignoramuses. Each strategic option is explain it

terms of its pros and cons. Among your tactical

breakout, the disadvantage of which is leaving things a

bit ropey at the back. Or how about playing with an

'intimidation' defence where there's plenty of barging

and checking, the only drawback being the likelihood

of collecting more fouls and starting the odd fight.

Once you've got the hang of the game, there are

options to play a season, in the play-offs or in an

follow the puck, but then that's as

much a problem with the real game as

inything else! I should also offer the

igatory warning; while non-enthusiasts

will still enjoy Powerplay Hockey (just as they'd

have enjoyed EA's series on the Megadrive), si

time spent gettln;

Try ft before
Rent any latest release front just
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Straight in at the top of the charts

in its week of release, Shining

Wisdom has finally arrived - albeit

three months late! This month sees

the start of our players' guide, so

don your hooded cloak and get your

magic wand at the ready - it's going

to be a longjourney!

The first part of the game requires very little bra

power at all and basically acts as an introductii

for later events. You'll begin the game by beinj

the rebellious type, you have to knock grandad out c

the way if you want to escape from the house. To do

this, tap X repeatedly and if you manage to get the

acceleration right, you'll knock the old man ovei. On

your way to the castle, simply follow the signposts tl

are planted fust about everywhere, and when you di

finally reach the city, listen to the old lady who will

unlock all of the city doors for you. Stock up on item

this point, particularly on

healing herbs record books and angel wings.

make your way into the castle,

your partner, Alfred

your father. Co to the knights' quarters

up to replenish your energy.

The game begins again when you'i

dig into the castle. Follow

this sub-level (and collect

Replenish your energy here you can), but don't try to j

whenever possible.

ROYAL CRYPT

enemy, it's basically an e:

idden within the cats

round the level toge the i

vel. and apart from the odd

you'll have to go the whole way

it stuff and you'll have to solve

pretty basic puzzles (like shoving statues

you've finished go back to the

id stamp down on the floor to reve

second part of the crypt. Again, pic

you can find, and push any statues

the passages \

;eof

elves i

a good idea to take a "resf'atthi;

:onguard.agoblin

appears who lets off a sleeping g,

capsule, which knocks you Out. In

you'll be required to nego-

! royal crypt to get her back

Unfortunately, there's a bit of trickery going on

_-e, as one of the elves has pretended to be the

T"] princess in order to fool the king. They suddenly dis

'er that you're spying on them and decide that

II have to fight their boss. Banbo. However, he's

quite easy to get rid of, although the elves will release

the gas once again, which sends you to sleep. They

promptly turn the princess into a swan and split.

SEGA SATURN
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OPERATION BLACKFIRE
Another cheat to add to last month's selection Co to the tftle screen 3

Start, then press Z. A. Z. A. a. A. B. V, C, A, C. A. This will let you watch all of thi

FMV sections from the game.

PANZER
DRAGOON ZWEI

:d the gar double, go to t MB^P
the title screen and press Left, Right Left, Right,

Up, Down, Up, Down. Now when you play, the

game will be extra fast and harder than before.

To be honest, we couldn't get this cheat working

properly, but loads of people sent it in. Have a go

THE NEED FOR SPEED
To get the hidden and ultra-fast Warrior car, as well as the hidden Lost Vegas

track, enter the Tournament code TSYBNS.

Also, to turn all of the tracks slippery (Rally Mode), hold the L+R buttons when

selecting a track. The track textures will now look slightly rougher than before

TITAN WARS
To follow on from the secret codes in issuer these should be

entered in the same way Pause the game at any time and press

Right, Down, Down, Left, then key in one of these sequences to ge

some wacky modes I

Cuidsble Weapon B, A, Left, Left

Tracking Weapon Left, A, Down, Y
Horde Level C, Up, Down
Le Chowder Level Y, Down, Down, Up. Right, C

Frost Byte Level B, Up, Right, Right

Still Trlppln' level B, A, Right, Start

Detonating Weapons Down, Up, Down
Rally Mode Right. A. LLY
Video Test Up,C,B.A,Down

it Horde level whore you're supposed to kill the cows. You c,

kill (he Hordeilnp Id make them explode like torn atnet, u tney did In 1

le. Also, the original game sound effects are here - like the annoying hi

id and the yelping Hnrdellnga.

£fr SEGA SATURN
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phoning us up all day long!

tion dedicated to tips from

old ( ish ) games, so you can get the most out of all

s a game that you i

o WHEEZING OLD TIPS, at the

SEGA RALLY

odotl

ide track, you must come first in all of the other r

i in a slightly easier way, press X and v simultane

mode select sc

For a mirror mode, hold V and press C on the game select screen.

To access the hyper car mode; Hold down X and press C to choose a car on the

selection screen Your race/car will automatically be set to hyper car mode

To select the Stratos: Place first in normal mode on championship mode (one

lap) A new car will automatically appear on the car select screen. Alternative!)

press X, V, Z, V. X on the the mode select screen.

To race against the Stratos. activate the Stratos cheat above, then hold the Z

button and press C to choose the course. Keep holding Z until the game starts

To get a hyper car, hold X and press C while choosing

enabling you to go faster.

DAYTONA USA
To play as the horse, set the difficulty level to normal, and on the mode select

screen, select Saturn mode. Place first in each of the three difficulties on each

track. After winning the third track, scroll down on the select screen until you

find the horse.

For Karaoke mode, set the number of laps on the option screen to normal Exit

the options and choose arcade mode. Then while selecting a course keep press-

For a more varied music selection, choose Key Assign on the options screen, and

choose type B for the controller setting. While choosing any tack and any car.

press and hold A, X, Y or Z. depending on he music you want to play Hold the

To get a rocket start, hold B when at the starting grid of the Advanced or Expert

courses Now press and hold C/accelerate While accelerating, keep the rprrv

between 6500 and 7 When the race starts, keep holding the accelerator

To make Jeffry do stupid poses on the expert course, drive up to his statue and stop

in front of him. Press the X button repeatedly and he'll turn and stand on his head.

To hear and old soundtrack, finish any race on any track. When you input your

initials, try SH ( Space Harrier), AB (After Burner) OR (Out Run). Try any other ini-

tials, but use two letters with a Space between them eg. V Fl

SEGA SATURN
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CLOCKWORK KNIGHT 2
For a stage select; Press right, jp. left, up, right, up, down, up. left. up. left up, o

To watch the end sequence; Press right, up. left. up. down, up. right, left, up,

right, left, down on the start screen.

5; Press up, up right, right, d

FIRESTORM: THUNDERHAWK 2
Passwords for all levels; (O is letter t

SOUTH AMERICA - ARMS RUNNING
J411KFC5QBDUTIQ

J9N1HNC7UBDVRUA
J99HU^C6iBDVoOQ

SOUTH AMERICA - STEALTH DOWN
JRKHUFC8QBDWA
JR49UFCRNMFDTEI

JTHPUNCQFFDFQSQ

PANAMA CANAL -CANAL CRISIS
JVFPVJCTRFD191

JU89TQKVUCFSDI

JUOQUOSJCFRHa

CENTRAL AMERICA - RECAPTURETOWN
J188RQCIJCF1DA

JJD8RNCLDNAFSEI

JMDRNCK8NAFRBA

EASTERN EUROPE
iipsRNCMMNAFSEi

iiKKRpcDBREFssA

JMV4RPCA8REFRMI

MIDDLE EAST - RECAPTURE TERRITORY
JAJ4RMSFIREF0EA

JOL4RNSELUMFTMA

JFH4RNSHSVMFRK2

MIDDLE EAST -OIL DISPUTE
jfnkrnt36vmfi6i

jgokrnd3636fsfq

JCJ4RND5436FQCQ

13VKRND6E36MCA

SOUTH CHINA SEAS -PIRACY
I344RND9A36FUFI

I4O4RND9C66FTU
IViKRNDRH66FQ8A

END SEQUENCE
1UN43NDTI66F0SA

VIRTUA COP
Once you've completed cap in normal mode,
you'll be able to access the following options

Ranking mode - records how far you can get into

the game without losing a life.

hthe
To play ranking mode without finishing the

game; When the Sega logo appears on the

screen, hold down C and press up, down, left,

right Vou will now be able to access ranking

Gun select: to select whichever gun you like,

wait for the AM; screen, then hold down C anc

press down. up. right, left. up. up, left, right. Th

will allow you to turn the gun select on. Durin)

the game, [pause and fire outside the screen t<

change guns. game really quietly.

» SEGA SATURN



We've been following the progress of Virtua Fighter

3 since the first sereenshots were released almost

six months ago. There was no doubt that this was

going to be one of the most amazing games ever

created, but until the finished version appeared,

we had no idea ofjust how big it would really be.

Luckily, the good-as-complete version is now upon

us. And the verdict? Absolutely stunning!

WHAT'S NEW IN VF3?

THE ESCAPE BUTTON



TERRAIN LEVEL ACTION
In the situation where you send your opponent flying with a mid-air

descending down an inclination means the time it takes you to land

allowing you to get in more hits during the mid-air combo. Also rising up 1

an upwards sloping surface decreases your time worsening the number of hits you

can make in you mid-air combo. Conversely, there's a tendency for attacks like

Sarah's mirage kick in regard to light characters, depending on the opponent's body

st ineffective VF3 has also inherited this problem but with undu-

on two things can happen

Because of the undulation the way to use combinations has changed so yo

•d to adjust to the new fighting system quickly. Also, in the case of a pounce

jckfrom a high place the difference in height between you and the opponent

reases the damage proportionally Using your skills to position yourself above

ir enemy will make your attacks much more effective. The use of undulation i

fight encounter area becomes one of the most important strategies in VF3

STAGE DESIGN
Unlike previous games that have a rather artificially rigid looking square, flat

feel to them VFj has a much more natural looking design. Anyone looking for

such obvious boundaries in VF3 is going to have to look very hard because now
all stages have a open sensation giving one a feeling of freedom. It really does

look like you can go anywhere. In reality, carefully positioned natural features

and building objects prevent such wanderings. After all, if they didn't, rt would

turn into a an RPCt However, the design is such that one never feels that any-

thing is getting in the way, rather that one is in natural harmony with the sur-

roundings. In addition the new addition of the Undulation (Terrain Topography)

adds even more incredible realism. All stages have been carefully designed to be

a little higher than the immediate area so that the camera can swing around and

look down and around the characters. Some levels even allow you to jump down
ledges, walk up steps or wade through water. Each level has its own distinctive

layout so each one has to mastered. Before, players only really had to worry

about selecting the character they could fight with bestl

NEXT MONTH
"We will continue our efforts day and night In order to gi

I hope that everybody will look forward to Its release."
'

interview next month I Plus: full descriptions of the amaz
backgrounds are now as important as the fighters thems

4$ SEGA SAT_^!\
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1 THE TREASURE INTERVIEW

Treasure are one of the most respected

developers in Japan, bringing a huge amount

of originality, technical excellence and good

old fashioned gameplay to their titles. Games

such as Gunstar Heroes, Dynamite Headdy

and of course the newly released Guardian

Heroes are all hardcore example of gaming

excellence. Usually quite shy, SSM tracked

them down for a one-on-one interview

courtesy of Sega of Japan.

SSM When did Treasure form?

Treaiure >99!-

SSM What bask principle do you slick to when creat-

ing videogames?

Traaiura Just to create games that everyone can enjoy.

SSM Treasure has developed just for Sega machines

as such as the Megadrive and the Saturn why did

you ally yourself with Sega only?

Traaiura There's no reason why we chose the

Megadrive however, our first game was Gunstar

Heroes and no other hardware could produce the

smoothness of the sprite movement at the time. It's

reason why we kept on using it. As for the Sega

Saturn, we've been using the Sega hardware up to

now so all the users are Sega

SSM Treasure games were technically outstanding

compared to other Megadrive games of its time. How
were you able to make your games look better and

play better than the competition's?

Traaiura It's difficult to say which aspect, above all,

we put our effort into. For example, the designers are

neat, precise and accurate. Basically, each person uses

his skill to the best of their ability. I'd like to also stress

that it's not the company but each person's ability

that is reflected.

SSM How were you able to keep so many sprites

moving so smoothly on the Megadrive?

:h regards to the

ethei .! -.-..

isfortt

range of movement patterns. In addition we use spe-

cial programs to keep the portions moving smoothly.

It's our desire to keep the characters' movement as

and smooth to the eye. It's nothing technical, just

SSM Do you think that the concepts for games have

become more original since the advent of the Sega

Saturn or are they basically the same?

Traaiura At Treasure, we believe that tradition itself

isn't the obstacle. Vou should produce games to

match the hardware and make good use of the

Saturn and the Mega Drive's good points respectively.

SSM Treasure's games have always been different

from other companies* games. Why is this?

lon't want to imitate other companies

no longer exist. We want to make

SSM Just about everybody else in the development

field has concentrated on polygons and jD games for

the Saturn. Why did Treasure decide on a :D sprite

SSM The market is very much dominated by 3D

games now - with that in mind, did you not think it

risky to produce a )0 game? If not. why?

3D games Besides, 2D and 3D games can exist along

side each other. I don't think that every game can be

100% 3D.

SSM Tell us a little about your relationship *

and how it affected the development 0' Guai

Traaiura Sega respect Treasure's e

integrity, so didn't advise us during the development

stage However, towards the end, Sega, with it

depth market knowledge, cooperated with us

subtle amendments

SSM How did you come to choose the sideways fight-

ing game style for Guardian Heroes?

Traaiura We wanted to make a character game, but

SSM The sprite scaling look of the graphics is very dis-

tinctive. How did you come to choose this look for the

Traaiura If the characters are big they are in that way.

Even If they are small there are a lot of enemies

appearing, so which method would be pleasing to the

SSM How did you design the main characters?

Traaiura With regards to the design, the team consid-

ered personality and impact. Everyone used their own

ability and individuality to create a character that they

SSM Who's your favourite character and why?

Traaiura Randy The total balance is good Design,

movement, animation, in addition his game nature is

the most complete. Plus playing him is fun 1 like this

sound, both the effects and the music. The music

composed after the characters have been decided and

SSM Treasure are famous for their outstanding boss-

es. How do you go about creating these incredible

Traaiura Basically, it's impact To give impact we make

them big and strong Each person has his awn way of

concept for the boss and then try to get as close as

possible with the program. But it's also true that we

sometimes look at what's technically possible from

SSMP What aspect of Guardian Heroes are you most

proud of and why?

Traaiura The best aspect is being able to "scatter the

small fry" - it relieves stress Other than that, there are

a lot of characters appearing for a change

SSM What kind of feedback have you had from the

Japanese owners of Guardian Heroes?

been highly received.

SSM Everyone considers the Saturn to have a vast

amount of untapped potential in terms of power.

Would you agree with this?

sider the Megadrive also, the quality of the first games

to appear compared to those much later is completely

differs nt.

SSM Would you ever consider producing an RPG for

the Saturn?

Traaiura if we really wanted to make an RPG, there's a

strong possibility we would. However, it would take a

lot of hard work so although we can't say we would

make one. if the project came about the possibility is

SSM Is there any chance of a new version Gunstar

Heroes or Alien Soldier being produced for the Saturn?

Traaiura if we wanted to, we are capable of doing it.

However, if we thought it may be profitable but the

creative staff didn't want to do it. we wouldn't pro-

SSM Do you have any messages for your UK fans?

Traaiura Hello to all your readers and thanks for all

your support.
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ITm
fee.' through the eyes of Dr Kimberly Stride as

ride the Vorpal Blade through an insane combination of shoot-em-

strategic objectives and B-movie melodrama. Gasp! with amaze
state-of-the-art virtual landscapes, tunnel systems and eye-popping

FMV. Laugh! in the face of danger as you blast through fifteen

adrenaline-pumping stages of sheer 3D exhilaration. Scream!

Beg! for mercy as you face the

Machinehead in the mother of all

she

Play! Blamt-

Machinehead!
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